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Candidates views
differ on Eastern's
community impact
By ROB STROU,P
Student Government editor
·Incumbent Dan Cougill and
challenger Henry Bough disagreed on the kind of economic
impact Eastern and its students
have on the community.
Cougill and Bough debated
Thursday night at a forum held in
Lumpkin Hall sponsored ~y
Student Government.
'This (the university) is the life
blood of our community," Bough
said. "Businesses come and go,
but Eastern will always be here."
Bough said the expansion of
Eastern and the enrollment of 100

~PF~ ~~~R~ wou~.4 pr9vi~ an

economic boosuo Charleston.
Cougill said Eastern is a
valuable asset to Charleston, but
unfortunately the university does
not pay any property taxes.
Charleston should concentrate
on expanding its business park,
Cougill said. This will provide the
property taxes the city needs to
pay for its public schools, Cougill
said.
Neither Cougill nor Bough
thought raising the bar-entry age
had significantly lowered the
city's sales tax revenue.
Instead, lowering the bar-entry
age has improved the image of
the university with parents and
~~JQy,ers, Cougjll sa,iij.

SARAH WONG/Associate photo editor
Mayor Dan Cougill thinks about his answer while Henry Bough, Charleston mayoral candidate, answers at
question about how to improve Charleston businesses Thursday night in the Lumpkin Auditorium.
"Eastern is no longer perceived the bar alternatives offered by in Charleston, but he needed their
as a party school," Cougill said.
CharJ;ston merchants, Cougill help to do this. He said -Eastern
studeuts have not always been
Eastern students should also be said.
more active if they want bar
Cougill also said he wanted to .hefpful in v9icing their concerns.
alternatives in Charleston, Cougill work with students to find out
As an example, Cougill said
said. Students have not supponed what they want:ftom retail stores
See CANDIDATES page 2

Students to contribute $600,000 from phone bills
By SC01T BOEHMER
Cainpus editor
Eastern students are expected to
contribute close to $600,000 this year
toward helping to build the campus
computer network through their long
distance phone bills.
A total of $593,486 is expected to be
spent. That compares to $513,486 for fiscal
year 1995 and a projection of $535,947 for
fiscal year 1998. Those numbers do not

include support personnel.
Dave Henard, the associate vice
president for information technol ogy
services, said this year's high total comes
as a result of having to install new lines
and equipment from the Buzzard Building
renovation.
In addition, Henard said Eastern has
gone into deficit spending for fiscal year
1996 and 1997, with the needed money
coming from reserve funds. This is
expected to be corrected in fiscal year 1998

from state technology gran! money, whi~h
Henard said he expects to be approved.
Approximately 50 percent of the total·
telecommunications operating expenditures
will go toward helping to build the network
infrastructure. Henard said this may change
either this year or in the future it Eastern
receives infrastructure grant money from
the state, as he expects will happen.
Henard said the bulk of the money for
the network infrastructure comes from
telecommunications money, and only a

minimal amount comes from the student
technology fee.
The telecommunications money comes
from revenue the university makes on long
distance phone calls by students and
departments and Iµie charges, Henard said.
It is used for things such as purchasing
cable adapter cards and other equipment,
network bandwidth expansion and other
related items.
·
However, that money constitutes only a
See BILLS page 2

Admissions standard
proposal submitted
By NATALIE GOTT
Staff writer
The Enrollment Management
Advisory Committee has recommended that the Council on
University Planning and Budgeting
not increase admission standards.
The proposal to increase the
admission standards is included in a
draft of the strategic plan, which
was written by a subcommittee of
theCUPB.
Tim Shonk, chair of the
Enrollment Management Advisory
Committee, said the committee
unanimously
approved
to
recommend that the CUPB strike
the proposal from the rough draft of
the strategic plan.
The CUPB will pass this and
other faculty recommendations on
to the subcommittee when the
CUPB meets at 2 p.ni. today in the
CHET PIOTROWSKI JRJPhoto editor Effingham Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
The rough draft of the strategic
Hank Nilsen, assistant professor of wology, casts his vote Thursday afternoon in front of the Bookstore in plan called for the university to
tJte MLK UMon.
increase admission standards every

Voter turnout

two years,

Shonk said the committee agreed
that increasing the admission
standards every two years will
confuse high school counselors and
would not give the university
enough time to evaluate how the
changes effect Eastern.
..We wanted to get some ~ to
see what effect (the change) has on
the student body," said Shonk. who
also is a member of CUPB. '1t will
. take a year or two to see what
happens and increasing the
standards too often will not give us
a chance to do Utat"
Eastern President David Jorns
said increasing admission standards
will help Eastern in attaining higher
state and national recognition.
"I believe the new admission
standar<!_s are one more step in
Eastern's progress toward becoming
one of the finest undergraduate
institutions in the nation," Jorns
said.
In January, a subcommittee of the

See PROPOSAL page 2
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O.J. Simpson ordered to turn
over more than 100 belongings
family. At the hearing, it was learned Fujisaki granted
a similar order Monday for the estate of Ms. Simpson.
That order included 66 items, some not on the
Goldman inventory, including a Yamaha grand piano
and signed letters from former President Richard M.
Nixon congratulating Simpson on his football victones.
The Brown and Goldman families have been
squabbling over collecting their share of the verdict.
The question appears to be who can collect first.
Fujisaki admonished the attorneys in the case: "You
guys are just running up money, expenses for everyone. I'm really getting disturbed by this whole process." Among the items sought by Goldman's estate
were $43,860 in awards and trophies; Simpson's
$5,100 Heisman Trophy; a $700 Buffalo Bills football
helmet; a $24,480 Tiffany-design leaded glass lamp; a
$25,500 Andy Warhol silkscreen of Simpson; a
$40,000 14-carat gold necklace with 89 diamonds;
and a $26,500 amber fox fur.

SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP) - The judge in the
O.J. Simpson case agreed Thursday lo order Simpson
to tum over more than 100 of his belongings, including his Heisman Trophy, his golf clubs and an Andy
Warhol silkscreen of himself.
The nearly $500,000 inventory was culled from
insurance records by the plaintiffs who won a $33.5
million verdict holding Simpson responsible for the
slayings of Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald
Goldman.
'"I think I will sign this order. Let the sheriffs take
ahold of this property and the parties fight it out,"
Superior Court Judge Hiroshi Fujisaki announced
after a one-hour hearing.
After the order is served, Simpson has seven days
to tum over the items to the Sheriff's Department for
sale to satisfy the judgment. He has the right to seek
exemptions, mcluding a $5,000 exemption for jewelry
and art, plaintiff attorneys said.
The turnover order was requested by Goldman's

portion of what officials say is the
high cost of keeping up with
advances in computer technology.
Students also contribute $20 a
semester through the technology
fee. Director of Academic
Computing Harry Nelsen said that
money goes toward computers
intended for student usage.
In addition, Henard said another line is expected to be added in
about a year, largely because
Eastern will be switching from
the Educational Computer
Network to servers on campus.
The cost of making Ea.stem's email system .locaHy based beginning; di.iS: summer, '.however; ii;
expected to slightly lower the
total cost of the system.
Henard said three new servers
will be required to support the

system, which will be effective
July 1. That equipment is expected to cost about $140,000, but
two or three faculty members and
some additional hardware and
software will also be needed.
Despite that, Henard said the
total cost of the system should
still be less than the approximately $250,000 Eastern currently
sends off campus to be part of the
Educational Computing Network.
"Part of the reason we are able
to do the job for slightly less
money is we have (already)
invested a considerable amount in
the infrastructure," Henard said.
':He added both -the money' which
goes toward ECN arid the· new
servers is appropriated by the
state.
Nelsen said there is a heavy

CANDIDATES
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several African-American students once approached
him and asked him what could be done to get local
retailers to carry hair care products for AfricanAmerican women.
Cougill said he talked to local retailers about this
matter, but never received a list of hair care products
from the students.
Cougill said during the past four years he has been
in contact with Eastern students often.
"During the last four years, I averaged a visit to
this campus once a week," Cougill said.
Cougill said he has spoken with several fraternities and classes. He said he also ate lunch in the dining hall with President Jorns and Eastern's vicepresidents.
Bough said he has had no direct contact with any
organizations at Eastern, but has worked with many
individual students. During his years with the school

The Dally
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district he said he has worked with many student
teachers and summer employees.
Bough said the university provides more of an
economic benefit than empty buildings in the business park.
The admission of 100 more Eastern students could
raise Charleston's declining sales tax revenue,
Bough said.
Cougill said Charleston's declining sales tax revenues were lower than the state and national average. He said he was willing to work with the
Charleston Chamber of Commerce to increase this
revenue.
Bough also said the problems between Eastern
students and the residents of Charleston have been
over exaggerated, Bough said. Eastern students and
Charleston residents can solve many of the city's
problems if they work together.
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A weather watcher
with a new 'twist'
BLOOMINGTON (AP) It can be boring, watching for tornadoes.
You watch and watch and watch, searching the clouds for that tell-tale
funnel shape. But when you find it, the fear hits just ask Lou
Saunier.
Saunier is one of 1,200 volunteer spotters who help give McLeat1
County an edge when tornadoes could drop out of the sky at any
moment. He has spotted eight tornadoes over the years.
"I've seen a trailer explode to nothing like a little old matchbox and
tree limbs rammed through the fender of a car," said Saunier, who is
also a volunteer firefighter.
Spotters like Saunier provide a valuable service during tornado season. When threatening weather blows into McLean County, they take
their two-way radios and beepers and head to their assigned locations
to watch for funnel clouds.
Their watchfulness can mean the warning sirens go off just a little
earlier, giving people more time to take cover.
"They do a great job," said Jim Wahls, director of the county
Emergency Services and Disaster Agency.
And that's important in McLean County. It ranks first in the state
for the nwnber of tornadoes spotted since 1950. But nobody has been
killed by one.
' ·
.
.
Tornadoes are most 1ikely to spring up froni. March to Augu~t .

MLK Jr. family backs
assassins' innocence
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) A
gaunt and frail James Earl Ray
looked the son of the Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr. in the eyes
Thursday and said: "I had nothing
to do with shooting your father."
Dexter King responded, "I believe
you." The extraordinary meeting
in a state prison hospital was the
first ever between the two men and
also marked the first time the King
family has publicly backed Ray's
claim of innocence.
Ray, 69, was brought to the
meeting room in a wheelchair, and
at times mumbled and rambled.
King, 36, sat just three feet away,
listening patiently and speaking
softly to a man dying of liver dis-

ease.
"My family believes you," said
King, who was 7 when his father
was assassinated in 1968. "We are
going to do everything in our
power to try and make sure that
justice will prevail." The family
had already joined the call for a
trial for Ray, saying that's the only
way they'll know the truth about
King's death.
King was shot as he stood on a
hotel balcony in Memphis, where
he had arrived tb help direct a sdftitation workers' strike. Ray pleaded
guilty to the slaying a year later
and was sentenced to 99 years in
prison, avoiding a possible death
sentence.

PROPOSAL
council submitted a rough draft
about Eastern's strategic plan
and asked for feedback from
faculty and staff.
The admission standards will
change for freshmen entering
Eastern in fall 1998.
. Students in the top quarter of
their high school class must earn
an ACT composite score of 18.
Students in the top half of their
class must earn an ACT score of
19. Students in the third quarter
of their class must have earned
an ACT composite score of 22.
Students in the bottom quarter

Asst night editor.................
.. ..... .Erik Larson
Asst. night editor.....................................Deana Poole
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of their class will not be consid- ·
ered for admissions.
Currently, students are admitted if they rank in the top half of
their high school graduating
class and have an ACT composite of 18.
Students in the upper threefourths of their graduating class
must have a 22.
Charles Evans, assistant vice
president for academic affairs '
and member of the Enrollment ;
Management Advisory Com- ·
mittee, was not available for ;
comment.
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demand created by both students
and faculty members for fast network and Internet access.
Because of this, he said the network and computers are "constantly changed and upgraded," to
provide better and faster service.
Henard said the local server will
also help in this area.
Another project over the past
two years, has been a running
cable conduits and fiber optic
cabling to residence halls. A total
of about $300,000 of telecommunications money has been spent so
far.
The total project of cabling all
residellCI! halls for computers is
expected 'to take about three more
years and cost about $4 million.
Not all of that money comes from
telecommunications money.
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Temperature
reaches high of
about 70 degrees

Ele~~ion
pet1t1ons
available
By MATI ADRIAN

By scan BOEHMER

Staff writer

Campus editor
The Charleston area received an
early taste of spring Thursday,
with temperatures reaching near
70 degrees.
Local weather forecaster Dalias
Price said Thursday's high
reached about 70 with a low in the
40s.
This was expected to drop
slightly over the weekend, with
highs in the 50s and lows in the
40s.
Price said this was some of the
warmest weather Charleston has
had in 1997, although March I
had a high of 68, and the temperature r~ached 80 degrees on March
21.
Although Price said the weather
was substantially warmer than the
average of 56 degrees for this
time of year, he said spring had
not yet sprung.
Becky Head, a junior marketing
major, agreed with Price's assessment, and joked that "it'll probably snow (Friday)."
However, Head and other students were utilizing the weather
for outside studying and other
activities.
"I was going to go to the library,
but I decided to stay out here,"
Head said as she studied in the
Library Quad.
Jeffrey Varchrnin, a junior spe-

IBE MASAYUKl/Staff photographer
James O'Connor, a junior industrial technology major, holds a measuring bar for surveying the
height of a road Thursday morning near Lampkin Hall while taking advantage of temperatures near
70 degrees.
warm, dry air mass coming out of
cial education major, said he ing, although his involved his dog.
planned to hit the outdoors for
"I'll just be outside enjoying it- the Great Plains and Rockies,
another reason.
walking my dog and things like Price said.
"I was quite pleased to know that," Gamer said.
Charleston may begin seeing
"We might as well all enjoy it."
that women will be trading in their
more spring weather toward the
jeans for shorts," Varchmin said,
Price said Thursday's weather end of next week, although Price
adding he was planning to play was that of a "true spring day," said it would not really set in until
catch and "(walk) around looking although he said the spring season around April 15.
at the girls."
He also cautioned that some
would not actually begin until
Todd Gamer, a graduate student temperatures begin to average at moisture may be in the air next
week, but added "I think the gals
in education administration said least 50.
he also planned to take advantage
The unseasonably warm weath- can get their Easter bonnets out for
of the weather to do some walk- er was brought on because of a Sunday - it'll be okay."

S<>·rofltY'tO stay Oh:·campUS at·1e'ast.thiS year
By DENISE RENFRO

''

Staff writer

They could apply to be a
recognized student organization, but not as Phi Sigma

The Phi Sigma Sigma sorority will remain on
campus at least until the end of this school year,
even if the sorority's national chapter revokes
Sigma:'
their charter.
- Becky Marushak,
The sorority was notified Feb. 23 by its
assistant director of
national office of the decision to revoke its
charter because of low membership. An extenstudent life I greek affairs
sion was granted to the sorority until April 4 to
submit additional information about why their
assistant director of student life/greek affairs.
chapter should remain on campus.
"They could apply to be a recognized student
If the office decides to eliminate the charter
of Eastern's chapter of Phi Sigma Sigma, the organization, but not as Phi Sigma Sigma,"
sorority would no longer be recognized by Marushak said. The sorority members would
Panhellenic Council beginning in the fall have to develop a new constitution and bylaws
as well, she said.
seme ~te~ of 1997. The sorority would not be
1
'ii61~ .tbi'pa~i~ipat~'iri ~sh,' Greek Week o~ other
lf the national office decides not to revoke
greek activiti~s. . ' ..1 • . • . . . •
' . , . ·.••
. the ?Ofority's. chart~r, the n<\tional office could
Members of the sorority would not be able to ' ask members. to improve recruiting to try to
do activities at a national level but they could build up the number of members.
Currently, eight sororities are on campus.
still be active on campus, said Becky Marushak,

The seven sororities had between 106 to 129
members at the start of the semester. Phi Sigma
Sigma had 45 members.
Phi Sigma Sigma, the newest sorority at
Eastern, was established here in 1986. The
seven other sororities have been on campus
between 11 and 55 years.
Eastern's decision to add a new sorority to
campus is not connected with the decision to
drop Phi Sigma Sigma's charter, Marushak
said.
"They are absolutely unrelated," Marushak
said, "It's just really poor timing."
Five organizations have shown interest in
coming to Eastern, Marushak said. A selection
committee will meet to review the applications
to select three of the sororities to make presentations on campus. A recommendation then will
be made to Vice President for Student Affairs
Lou Hencken for the final decision .
"(The new sorority) may be here as soon as
this fall and no later than a year frorp thi~ fall,?'
she said.

Students interested in running in
the spring Student Government
elections can pick up petitions at
9:00 a.m. today in the Student
Government office located in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
John Petrenko, head of the elections commission, said 16 seats are
open in the Student Senate for the
spring election. Six seats are available for on- campus seating, four
seats for off-campus and six seats
for at-large.·
Students interested in running for
Student Senate or an executive
position on the senate must have a
2.25 grade point average.
Candidates running for Student
Senate positions must get 25 signatures from students, and people
running for executive positions
must get 100 signatures.
Students running for on-campus
senate positions must get signatures
from students living in the residence halls, including University
apartments. Off-campus candidates
can get signatures from students
living off campus, and at-large candidates can get signatures from any
student regardless of where they
live.
The petitions must be turned in
by April 18 ...
Student Senate Speaker Erin
Weed will be holding an informational meeting for any stu9ent interin l~arning abo.ui Stu~nt
Government. The meeting will be
held at 6 p.m. in the Shelbyville
Room in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Weed said the forum will tell students about the requirements and
roles of a senate member. It also
will include discussion on the structure of committees in Student
Senate and the role of political parties, she said.
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A guest column in the March !
27 edition of The Daily Eastern '
News should have said a supposed member of a committee
set up to develop a proposal for
a non-major degree program,
Ron Wohlstein said, "Gary
(Foster) and I were presented i
with some piece of paper with '
some plan on it we weren't very
keen on."

AT: PANTHERS
9:30 pm · 3:00 am
Open Fri., Sat.,
Nights,
348-0288
18 to enter
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Editorials are the opinion of the Editorial Board.
Columns are the opinion of the author.
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Henry Bough is not
Dan Cougill, so he'll
suffice as mayor
Charleston cannot afford a mayor who is a liar.
Although mayoral candidate Henry Bough has no leadership experience running Charleston, Mayor Dan Cougill's dishonesty and lack of respect for the Eastern student community
has left The Daily Eastem News with no choice but to endorse
Bough as the next mayor.
With a new city manager joining Charleston's political
structure in the next few months, Bough will have to depend
on the new staff administrator to tackle a few of the complex
issues.
Nonetheless, an honest Bough aided by a city manager is
better than a city manager serving Cougill and his agenda for
four more years.
Even though Bough has few
realistic goals and a limited
knowledge of the town's political status, situations during
Cougill's last four years in office have tainted his integrity and
respect for Eastern.
Arguably one of the biggest campaign lies Cougill told in
1993 was that he would "not, not, not change the bar-entry
ag~."
..,-..!•,n;,11_,
Despite being quoted in both The News and the Charleston
limes-Courier on April 14, 1993, Cougill now denies saying
it.
About one year later in 1994, the city council voted to raise
the bar-entry age from 19 to 21.
At the same time he swore never to change the bar-entry
age, he also promised to offer students some bar alternatives
such as juice bars, coffee houses and comedy clubs. Now,
while Cougill is running for office again, Charleston offers
few entertainment options to students under 21.
It seems Cougill doesn't care. Obviously he didn't care
about the student body in 1994 when he refused to speak to
The News for no less than six months because of a few personal-opinion columns. He didn't care that The News is the
main source of Charleston information to the student body.
Cougill simply ignored 10,000 students - half of
Charleston's population - by not allowing them to know what
was taking place in the community.
Cougill's actions in the last four years have proven he is not
an honest mayor, nor is he concerned about Eastern's student
body.
Cougill has had his chance, and he has proven not to be an
ideal mayor for the Eastern community.
It's time to give Bough an opportunity to lead Charleston.
He can't do worse than Cougill as long as he stays honest and
recognizes studeJ1ts as part of the community.

•tori• al

A few questions this paper never found out
I have indirectly helped produce about 600 editions of The
"Is there enough
Daily Eastern News in the four
milk and
years I have attended Eastern.
Froot Loops
Of all the stories that have
at Wilb Walker's
run in the paper since I joined
to fix cereal
the staff my freshman year,
there are still a few things I
in that big bowl
would
like
to
know. TRAVIS SPENCER
Unfortunately, no soothsayers, Regular columnist
in front of
psychics or palm readers will
Coleman Hall?"
ever be able to disclose some of
the best information on campus. ........ ,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Thus, I pose a few questions that can only be
answered in time - maybe.
• Will the janitor ever clean the urinal in the men's
restroom below the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union bowling alley? When the stench gets too bad,
instead of actually cleaning the thing, someone just tosses in one of those pink discs that look like a big breath
mint.
• Will Bryan Gutraj, a loser in last year's student body
presidential race, ever make up for the thousands of dolJars spent during his campaign? This future politician not - bought advertising in the newspaper and on television, purchased campaign signs for the quads and produced brochures, only to lose by a landslide to a candidate who didn't make one campaign promise.
• Will the Student Government or the University Board
ever question the non-tenured Dave Milberg who acts as
dictator of Student Activities?
• Is there a legally cheaper grade of meat that Dining
Services could offer to students? Is possum a legal meat
substitute in Illinois? If so, please tell Wes Crum.
•Will they ever take off the police tape on the steps in
Coleman Hall? Did someone get murdered, or is
deferred maintenance so bad a few steps can't be
replaced?
• Does Eastern President David Jorns use the underground tunnels on campus to transport from one location to another? Probably not since he likes to get stu-

dent input on campus issues
while people walk across campus.
• Will there ever be enough
parking-fee increases to provide
enough front-row spots? Students always want more parking
spots right in front of academic
buildings. Sorry, no matter how
many parking lots you add,
there will never be more closer
spots on campus.
• Will students ever realize

staring at the clouds in the Library Quad won't get them
a job?
•Will the university's Newsbits ever be objective?
• Will honors studentS ever get an opportunity to study
abroad in the countries where Herbert Lasky has spent
big Eastern bucks?
• Will Textbook Rentals Service ever provide galoshes
to tromp through the flooded sidewalks of Eastern's
campus? Until someone finally fixes the drainage problem on campus, barges will head south by the library
taking students from one side of the campus to the other.
• Is there enough milk and Froot Loops at Wilb
Walker's to fix cereal in that big bowl in front of
Coleman Hall? This isn't a real life-or-death request for
information. But it sure is worth thinking about.
• Is the university handing out those large quantities of
Robutussin because the bar-entry age Increased and
there is nothing left in Charleston for the students?
• Will Brother Dan ever stop talking about women and
cucumbers? Self explanatory.
•Will the greek community say what it really does with
those wooden paddles? Never mind, I don't want to
know.
-Travis Spencer is editor in chief and a regular columnist for The Daily Eastern News. This is his last column
as editor in chief If you can answer any of these questions, his e-mail address is cutss@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu.
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President ]oms strolls through campus Wednesday afternoon with his daughter Molly. Molly was on spring break
this week.
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Belly-filling goodness
of Jerry's Pizza beats
Food Service any day
Dear editor:
I wish to express my undying
gratitude to the finest establishment
existing in Charleston, Jerry's Pizza.
I have never tasted such exquisite
cheese and dough in my lifetime
thus far.
The sauce has stained many of
my sheets, which, by the way, double as my tablecloths. I am not one
bit upset about these marks of past
glories.
I hereby issue a challenge to the
other pie joints in town to produce
just one pizza that is cheesy and
belly-filling as my beloved Jerry's.
I also hereby publicly proclaim
that Jerry's can rest assured that it
shall receive many more of my
checks in my upcoming decades as a

your
student here.
Thank you, Jerry's. You are truly
my food service and my stomach's
savior.

If Mr. Varchmin thinks he and his
microwave can do much better, BE
MY GUEST.

Ray Takeyh
associate professor of history

Letter policy

Jeffrey Varchmin
The Daily Eastern News encourages
special education major letters
to the editor concerning local,

Don't ridicule quality,
value of Food Service,
use your microwave
Dear editor:
In his recent letter to the editor,
Jeffrey Varchmin chose to defame
the one institution on this campus
that actually functions properly Food Service.
As a frequent patron, I can testify
to the quality and value of this
much-maligned institution.

state, national or international issues.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed, the
name of the author, the author's
address, telephone number, year in
school and current major must be
included.
If necessary, letters will be edited
according to length and space at the
discretion of the editorial page editor
or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be printed. If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the first
three will be printed.
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Home burglarized over break Sports, Rec budget
takes $8,000 cut
By ROB STROUD
and scon BOEHMER
Staff editors

BLOTTER

Two Eastern students reported
more than $3,275 worth of items
were stolen from their home illegal consumption of alcohol
during spring break, according by a minor and driving too fast
to police reports.
for conditions at 1 a.m.
Jason A. Wilkins, 23, and Thursday in the 800 block of
Chris Maniatis, both of 1022
Fourth Street.
Second St., reported that some•
Mary A. Matalas, 20, 715
one broke into their home
Ninth St., and James D. Skerski,
between 3 p.m. April 18 and
19, 1627 Seventh St. 307, were
5:15 p.m. April 21.
charged
with purchase/accepWilkins and Maniatis reported
tance of alcohol by a minor at
that a mountain bike, a compact
disc/cassette stereo, television, 1: 10 a.m. Tuesday in the 1500
block of Seventh Street, accordstereo system, various CDs, a
golf set and a jar containing ing to police reports.
about $150 in assorted change • Both Krista L. Budde, 21, 623
Polk Ave., and Jill S. Randolph,
was taken from their home.
1530 Second St., reported
22,
In other Charleston and camtheir
purses stolen from their
pus news:
cars between 2:30 and 2:45 p.m.
• Leslie Ann Williams, 18, 403
Wednesday while they were
Carman Hall,, was charged with
parked in the 1100 block of
illegal consumption of alcohol
Jackson Avenue, according to
by a minor and improper passing
on a roadway on Tuesday in the police reports.
300 block of Grant Avenue, • Two Eastern carpenters,
James D. Sloat, 42, of 18031
according to police reports.
Harrison St. Road and John L.
• James A. Sylvester, 20, 409
Verdeyen, 59, of Teutopolis,
Polk Ave., was charged with

reported finding four damaged
ceiling tiles and one damaged
multiple mailbox case in the
Delta Sigma Phi fraternity house
at I 0: 15 a.m. Tuesday, according
to police reports.
The ceiling tiles were valued
at $16 and the mailbox case was
valued at $112.
• Amy Jo Darrah, 21, of 378
Taylor Hall, reported that her
window was broken by an
unknown person at 9:33 p.m.
Tuesday. Darrah and her roommate were in the room at the
time the window was broken,
according to police reports.
Damage to the 14" by 24"
window was c,stimated at $25.
• John B. Allison, 43, of 845
I 0th St., reported Tuesday that
his staff parking permit was
stolen from his 1991 Mazda. He
reportedly last saw the permit at
3 p.m. March 13 and discovered
it missing at 8 a.m. March 14.
He said the car was unlocked
part of the time during that period and he did not know where it
was parked when the permit was
stolen, according to police
reports.
The permit is valued at $35.

RHA looks to add cable channel
HBO to the residence halls on a yearly basis.
"Our long-term goal is to find a full-time consultant
for the best alternative and to get someone to help
solve our problem," Eichler said. "Unfortunately that
will be when most (current) students are gone."
In other RHA business:
• T.J. Frey, a junior finance major, was nominated
for the Enochs scholarship, which is given to upperclassmen who show extreme dedication to making residence halls a success.
.

By ERIK LARSON
Staff writer

The Residence Hall Association Thursday discussed
the possibility of adding HBO to the cable TV channels
in residence halls for the 1997-98 school year.
Surveys were distributed a couple of weeks before
spring break in residence halls for students to vote on
one of four premium channels to be added to the television lineup. The students' choices were HBO, The
Motie qt~~ow~~ fu1't~O~~ey C~~~~tie~r!4~~~l<>~~
RHA adviser Greg ~ic!11er said the surveys that were psychology major; Matt Luttmarni, a graduate sttldent ..
retui:ned by March 6 mdicated that HBO won the sur- in college student personnel and Micah Taylor, a senior
ve~ m seven halls.
. .
. .
secondary mathematics major, accepted nominations
(RHA) and TCI .(Cablevision). are negotiatmg a for membership in the Illinois Residence Hall
one-year contract to mclude ~? mto o~r c~ble sy~- Association for next year.
t~m for the next school year, Eichler said. We will
Kia Jones, a freshman accounting major, Jessica
sign the .~on tract hopefully before the end of the Elliott, a sophomore elementary education major and
semester. .
.
.
.
.
Ann Nesby accepted nominations to the National
Eastern will contmue to negotiate with TCI to bnng Residence Hall Honorary for next year.

Faculty turnout at traditional low
By DEANA POOLE
Staff editor
The total voter turnout during
this year's faculty elections is
comparable to past years, said
Gary Foster, a member of the
faculty ~lections committee.
An estimated 250 of the '640
eligible faculty members cast
ballots Wednesday and Thursday.
"If you go back five or six
years, it's still way low," Foster
said. "We are certainly in line
with the past two years."
The number of voters will be
tabulated by Monday, Foster
said.

Faculty Senate member
Lankford Walker said more than
I 00 Unit A faculty members
voted on Thursday.
Walker said Thursday's
turnout was good and faculty
interest was the main reason for
the turnout.
"The weather was certainly
. helpful as well," Walker said.
Unit A members are faculty
who have received tenure or are
working toward tenure.
Tenure is the permanent status of a faculty member or a
civil service worker after fulfilling certain requirements.
Only half of the 32 positions
in the elections were contested.

Seats are available on committees or councils, including
Faculty Senate, Council on
Academic Affairs, Council on
Graduate Studies, Council on
Teacher Education, Academic
Program Elimination Review
Committee,
Council
on
University
Planning and
Budgeting, Enrollment Management Advisory Committee,
Sanctions and Termination
Hearing Committee and the
University Personnel Committee.
The results of the election
will be announced at Tuesday's
Faculty Senate meeting for the
senate's approval.

REMINDER

By MATT ADRIAN
Staff writer
The Apportionment Board
Thursday voted to take more than
$8,000 from the Division of
Sports and Recreation's 1997-98
budget to make up for a budget
deficit from two years ago.
In the 1995-96 fiscal year the
group did not use about $8,057 of
its budget and carried that amount
over into the 1996-97 budget.
AB Chair Lance Phillips said
that unused money should not
have carried over to the next fiscal
year, and the addition of the
money into the budget caused the
$8,057 deficit.
"They spent money they didn't
have," Phillips said. The Division
of Sports and Recreation did add
some money into the student
activity reserve fund, but only
replaced about $7,973 of the
money.
Phillips said the AB took the
$8,057 from the Division of
Sports and Recreation's budget
because paying for the deficit
through the student activity
reserve fee would have hurt other
groups funded through the student
activity fee.
The AB also cut $18,616 from
other 1997-98 budget requests.
• The AB reduced the number of
University Board members that
would go to their annual state
convention.
• The AB cut $3,375 from the
UB mini concert budget. The cut
'1~would
..-•

reduce
the number of con~
~

, ':::-

·~,, ...t '";-)t !1r11 •

certs offered. This would reduce
the budget to $7,925.
• The AB cut $5,560 from the
UB lectures budget. The cut
would reduce the number of lectures offered for the next fiscal
year to five lectures. This would
reduce the lectures budget to
$12,990.
• The AB cut $450 from their
own budget to eliminate the secretary position from the payroll. The
secretary takes minutes at AB
meetings. This would reduce the
AB budget to $38,787.
• The AB cut $1,30 I from the
UB comedy budget. This would
reduce the number of comedians
from eight to seven next year.
This would reduce the comedy
budget to $19,219.
• The AB cut $275 from the UB
Homecoming budget. The cut
would remove the carriage from
the Homecoming parade. This
would reduce the Homecoming
budget to $5,475.
• The AB cut $3,415 from the
UB special events budget. This
would reduce the budget to
$15,640.
• The AB cut $1,610 from the
human potential budget. This
would reduce the budget to
$9,740.
Phillips said the budget recommendations will now be taken to
the Student Senate meeting next
Wednesday for approval.
If the senate does not approve
the budgets they will be sent back
to the AB with recommended
changes.
. _.
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Council approves two
new honors courses
By LA'SONYA HARRIS
Staff writer
The Council on Academic
Affairs Thursday approved two
honors programs for the music
department and the communication
disorders and sciences department.
CAA members approved course
proposals for MUS 1591 - Honors
History and Literature of Music,
MUS 3951 - Honors Music
Analysis.
These courses will be implemented in the fall.
Herman Taylor, chair of the
music department, said the courses
will not add hours to the already
existing programs.
"At first we didn't have enough
eligible students, but we do now,"
Herman said. "We think it is time
to implement."
The course proposal for the

Honors Program in communication
disorders and sciences also was
approved and will be available in
the falL As part of the proposal, six
hours of thesis will be added to this
program.
'There are advantages to this,"
said Bill Addison, CAA member.
"Students will come in knowing
they are honors students."
CAA Chair Doug Bock said it
would not matter if studentshad
three hours of thesis because they
will still be doing six hours of
work.
CAA members will discuss a
new course proposal for ZOO
440 I - Teaching in the Lab, The
course proposal for·zoo 4950 Neurobiology was tabled until next
week.
CAA also will discuss the application of Eastern credit to transfer
degrees at its next meeting.

enty of Parking
Lots of
ntertainment
'
~

THURSDAY AND
FRIDAY

$20 Deposit for the

Minority Graduates Recognition Dinner
is due in the Minority Affairs Office

By 4:30, Monday, March 31
Balance of $10 due by Friday, April 18th

• • OORedDog
• • • O Pints Draft
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Parity evident at Final Four
NEW YORK (AP) - Finally,
it's come to this: parity. Just
what the doomsayers warned
would kill college basketball.
At least that's what Eddie
Einhorn. Chicago baseball executive and former cable TV
mogul, told CBS' Billy Packer
back in 1974.
"One day. in confidence, he
said to me. 'Billy. this will all
work as long as UCLA is the
dominant team in college basketball. If they' re ever not dominant, it'll all fall apart,'" Packer
recalled.
"Well, here we are in 1997,
and the answer is, college basketball obviously works on a lot
of different scenarios."
Packer and his broadcast partner, Jim Nantz, agree this is a
Final Four without a heavy
favorite, for a change. The one
team with a chance to dominate,
Kansas, already is gone.
CBS begins its coverage of the

Final Four with North Carolina
vs. Arizona in the first game at
5:42 p.m. EST, followed by
Minnesota vs. Kentucky. The
game show starts at 5:30 p.m.,
preceded by a 90-minute retrospective hosted by Pat O'Brien.
"Of the 12 Final Fours I've
been a part of at CBS, this is the
most evenly matched," Nantz
said. "Every year it seems you
come in with one team being the
favorite, but this year, I think
you can sit down and legitimately build a case for any one of the
four to win."
Packer warned that's the way
it's going to be, with more and
more players leaving college to
go to the NBA.
"I think college basketball
fans have made a good transition
to this, coaches have made the
transition, teams have as well,
and hopefully the TV audience
will experience it the same
way," Packer said. "It seems to

me this is a much more fertile
environment to develop viewers hip and a following for the
game." As a TV event, the Final
Four is safe, Packer said. What
suffers is the overall state of the
game, and that includes the
NBA.
"I see scout after scout on the
road, I talk to general managers
and players, and the talk is about
how ridiculous it is for NBA
teams to be scouting high school
players and the message it sends
to seventh- and eighth-graders,"
Packer said.
"And what have they done?
There's not a player yet who's
come out that's impacted the
playoffs. Not a single player has
come out that has been a positive
marketing influence for basketball. The guys making the impact
are the 27-, 28- and 29-year-olds
who have gone through the maturation process and been properly schooled."

Michigan wins NIT championship
NEW YORK (AP) - Labeled as enigmatic and was named the tournament's MVP.
underachieving a11 season, the Michigan Wolverines
"It's a great honor when you look at the long list
now have a new tag - NIT champions.
of names," Traylor said. "But if I didn't score a
Robert Traylor scored 26 points and grabbed 13 point or get a rebound, it wouldn't matter because
rebounds Thursday night as Michigan won its sec- we won."
ond NIT title with an 82-73 victory over Florida
Maceo Baston added 20 points and Louis Bullock
State.
had 17 for Michigan (23-11), whieh outrebounded
The Wolverines (23-1 l) were denied a trip to the Florida State 47-28.
NCAAs this year after a five-game losing streak late
"If they were in the NCAAs, they would have
in the regular season resulted in a sixth-place Big made the Elite Eight at least," Florida State coach
Ten finish.
Pat Kennedy said. "I don't think I've coached
But given a rebirth in the NIT, the Wolverines against a team in all my 17 years that has been so
showed why they were ranked in the Top 10 to start physically imposing as they are."
the year and why they'll be a team to reckon with
Florida State (20-12) was led by James Collins'
next March.
20 points and LaMarr Greer had 15. With former
,,.·;~!\?J ~~ ~?P!e..~,~Y~2'\!~,}.'WtJliis team can't win , }'S,q .po!9~ .~u<!rds ,f;~~rij~ }Y~p:f;5'89,;~~r,n ~-a~~e.1~
anyu'1trig,v•M.id>mgt.m-coaclh.:Jteve•f'isher said. "Now ,,.among,the;:•l51849 pn hand; the Seminoles raHieu·
they can'tsay that.,,
from 18 down and closed to 68-66 with 4:46 to go.
The first-ever basketball game between schools
"You ean build a 20-point lead in a hurry," Fisher
better known for football accomplishments was fit- said, "and you can lose it in a hurry. And we did."
tingly dominated by the one player on the floor who
Traylor, who said after the game that he plans to
looks like a defensive tackle.
come back for his junior year at Michigan, scored on
Traylor, a 6-foot-8, 300-pound sophomore nick- a putback with 3:45 left, giving the Wolverines a
named "Tractor," used his massive body to help four-point lead, and on Florida State's next trip, he
Michigan control the boards and thwart a dramatic slapped the ball off guard Kerry Thompson's knee
Florida State comeback in the second half.
and out of bounds.
Traylor, who had 33 points and 19 rebounds in
Travis Conlan then hit Maurice Taylor with an
Michigan's two victories at Madison Square Garden, alley-oop pass for a dunk and a 72-66 Michigan lead.

• Flexible cl.ass schedulesdavs evenings and
we'ekends-at Loyola's
four Chicago-area
campuses, plus a
convenient touch~tone
registration (TIR) system.

Expose yourself to someM
thing really bright this
summer-the chance to
wrap up a required course
or get: a jump on finishing
your degree-at Lnyola
Universit:v

"
Enroll in our Summer
Sessions (May 19 ~ June 20
and June 30 ~ August 8)
and get something that

Summer Sessions

outlasts a tan:

• A superior education with
topMquality faculty at
Loyola, rated a.s one of the
nation's "best'' universities.

• A wide choice of undergraduate courses in
business, arts and sdem::es,
education and nursing,
including Political Science
(PLSC) 211: T11e American

Presidency.

• Access to 400+ networked
computers and one of the
nation's top~ranked
university library systems.
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HAPPY EASTER FROM
*FREE Pregnancy Tests
*Accurate Information
*Strictly Confidential
*Post-Abortion Support
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER

CALL 345-5000 ANYTIME!
~~~~wJ,Jl~~~"""1"""".-~~
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16oz. Bud Light,
Miller Life ' Drafts .
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Dinner Specials
Friday
AH you can eat walleye
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Liar Liar (PG13) DTS Dlgltll 5:15
7:30,9:50 Fri-Mon malls 12:45,3:00
Selena(PG) 4:00.6:45,9:45
Fri-Mon mats 1:00
The English Patient(R) 5:00,8:15
Fri,Sat,Sun,Mon malls 1:15
Donnie Brasco(R)4:00,7:15,10:15
Fri,Sat,Sun,Mon mats 1:30
Return Of The Jedi(PG) 4:15
7:15, 10:00 Fri-Mon mats 1:15
Jungle 2 Jungle(PG) 4:45
7:15,9:40 Fri-MM mats 2:00
Private Parts{R) 5:30,8:00.10:20
Fri,Sat,Sun.Mon mats 2:15
The Devil's 0wn(R)4:30,7:00
9:30 Fri-Mon mats 1:45
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Free Refill on Popeom Cl Soit Drinks!

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

348-8282
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'!Women's tra~k t:am competes SIX 1,""'~'''8A
!at Purdue lnv1tat1onal Saturday ·£~2~::~:~~~~ii~~~Ei~
1

1

i Eastem's women's track team will head to Indiana
!this weekend to compete in the Purdue Invitational
on Saturday.
' The Lady Panthers last competed in the Alabama
/Relays - a non-scoring event - and women's head
Icoach John Craft said his team has only had a short
week to prepare for this meet.
"It's been a short week because we didn't get in
until 4 a.m. on Monday," Craft said. "With the conference meet coming up we need to get as much
competition under our belts as possible."
Craft said the competition will be tough, as 10
•different teams will be competing in the meet. In
'addition to host Purdue, St. Joseph's College,
Indiana State, Marquette, Bradley, Eastern Michigan
•and Illinois will be in the meet. Marion College,
i Notre Dame and Wisconsin-Milwaukee will also be
,

1

competing in the meet.
"The competition is going to be very good," Craft
said. "Our distance run'ning crew has been strong for
us, and we're looking for them to continue their suecess. Our sprinters are starting to come around and
are jumpers are starting to get back on track."
While there are a few injuries on the team, Craft
said his team just has to deal with them and come
out with intensity.
"Injuries are part of the athletic scene and you just
have to deal with them," Craft said. "We just have to
have other athletes pick up the slack."
After this weekend's meet, both the men's and
women's teams will be back home next weekend to
compete in Big Blue Meet.
- staff report

1

Cubs have tough start to season

26 hits in 72 at bats. She has
eight RBI on the season and has
hit three doubles and three
triples. She has stolen 10 bases
in 11 attempts.
The top pitcher for Morehead
is Cheri Venturino, who has
made 11 appearances for the
Lady Eagles, with 10 starts, six
wins and four losses. She has
posted a I. 98 earned run average. Venturino has gone the distance in nine games and has
thrown two shutouts.
She has whiffed 33 batters
while walking only 15.
The Lady Panthers will bring
the weekend to a close with a
twin bill against the Lady Tigers
of Tennessee Tech.
Tech has an unblemished
mark of 14-0, 4-0 in the conference.
The Lady Tigers have five

players who have played every
game and have batting averages
over .300. The averages range
from junior outfielder Buffy
Bright's .358 to senior first
baseman Stacy Hughes' .489.
The top hurler on the Tech
pitching staff is freshman Katie
Maroon. Maroon has an ERA of
1.08. She is 4-0 in four starts,
with four complete games.
The highest ERA on the Lady
Tiger staff is junior Heather
Peterson's 1.56. The team ERA
is just 1.26.
Eastern will enter the heart of
their schedule, starting with the
three weekend match ups
against these conference foes.
"I think that actually it's a
good thing that they are conference games," Fox said. "I think
that if they (the players) are
going to get themselves up for a
game, it'll be a conference
game. Hopefully, everyone can
get over their tiredness."

the same opponents the Marlins,
expected to be baseball's most
improved team, and the defending
NL champion Braves.
"The thing I feel good about,
regardless, is that we have a lot of
veteran leaders,'' Cubs manager
Jim Riggleman said. "If we do
beat those clubs, we'll stay levelheaded. If we lose, our veterans
will know that it's just a few bad
series and we'll regroup."
CHICAGO (AP) Beaming their four-time Gold Glove winner
over the signing of Albert Belle and No. 5 hitter who had career
Said first baseman Mark Grace:
"The Cardinals got off to a rotten and planning to team him with highs in homers (34) and RBis
start last year and won the diviFrank Thomas and Robin Ventura, (105) last season.
sion. The Red<; got off to a rotten the Chicago White Sox envisioned
The Thomas-Belle-Ventura
start the year before and won the one of baseball's most imposing parade in the batting order has
division. Maybe that's the key to
lineups this season.
been disrupted before it even startNow an ugly slide at home plate ed.
winning the Central getting off
has changed the outlook of a team
"Obviously, losing Robin is a
to a rotten start."
Or maybe not.
whose expressed goal after spend- severe loss for us," said White
!he Cubs tried it last year ing $55 million on Belle w~ to go Sox chairman Jerry Reinsdorf. "I
go1µg 21-31 th,roµgh l\fay ~9.::: ~d ., :to-1lle World Series.
,. ,, ,:,. ,. ;t,elU,v.ed he. was .g@tug to ba\!e.hls
they ended up finishing fourth · Ventura is out for at
best YC!lf with Frank and
with a 76-86 record.
least four months and
Albert ahead of him. He
the loss of the quiet,
would have seen a lot of
unassuming and prooucright-handed pitchers."
tive team leader is a devChris Snopek will
astating one as the
become the starter at
Brian Jordan said "We were so close, I'm chomping at White Sox get ready to
third base, and Harold
the bit. I want to take it to that next step."
open the season next
Baines, the veteran DH,
Manager Tony La Russa went out of his way to
week in Toronto.
will move up to the No.
express confidence in his team, causing a little contro"He's such a big part of this 5 spot as the White Sox try to
versy in the process. On consecutive days in February
team. We're not going to be able compensate.
he boldly predicted another Central title, cre- to replace him," said shortstop
"You don't replace players like
ating bulletin-board fodder for rah-rah Ozzie Guillen. "Everybody has to Robin Ventura," said Chicago
Cincinnati Reds manager Ray Knight.
try to step up. It's not going to be manager Terry Bevington. "But
The teams skinnished in spring training,
one guy."
we can't afford to feel sorry for
and Cardinals reliever T.J. Mathews drew a
Ventura suffered a dislocated ourselves. But we feel very bad for
six-game suspension after throwing behind ankle and compound fracture of Robin."
the Reds' Bret Boone on one pitch, plunking
his right leg while sliding into
Belle, who has tried to refine his
him on the hip the next, and admitting he was home last week. It was a grotesque troubled imaged this spring by
aiming for him after the game.
injury, painful to watch, and now doing interviews, hit .31 l with 48
Having started the fuss, La Russa is now trying to
comes the tedious aftermath homers and 148 RBis last year for
extricate himself.
months of rehabilitation after he's the Cleveland Indians. Thomas hit
'The way the game is today, if you can get a little
out of a cast and able to put weight .349 with 40 homers and 134 RBis
controversy going verbally, some people seem to enjoy
on the leg.
for Chicago despite missing nearly
it more than what happens on the field," La Russa said.
For the White Sox, it means try- three weeks with a stress fracture
"I don't like it that way.
ing to win a division title without in his left foot.

MESA, Ari (AP.) -:J(evin fidence we'll build. If we struggle,
• j)roWJl:~" ."' .
x Femabdez. we'll know that we'll have played
Denny Neagle. John Smoltz. the best, and we can get on with
•Leiter again. Fernandez again. business." Business? Or business
Smoltz again.
as usual?
Greg Maddux. Tom Glavine.
The Cubs, who last won the
Then, the Chicago
World Series in 1908 and
Cubs can exhale.
last captured the NL penAnd if they're not 0nant in 1945, don't
11, they'll be able to
appear to have enough
smile, secure in the
UBS
pitching or depth to chalknowledge that they're
lenge for anything in
done with expected NL
1997.
powerhouses florida and
While Florida sends
Atlanta until after the All-Star Brown, Leiter and Fernandez to
break.
the mound in the opening series
"I looked at that schedule and that begins Tuesday, the Cubs will
my first reaction was, 'Oh my answer with Terry Mulholland,
God! How could they do that to Steve Trachsel and Frank Castillo.
us?' Those teams have awesome
When the Cubs go to Atlanta
pitching," Cubs catcher Scott for their second series, they' II be
Servais said. "But when I stopped using Kevin Foster, Dave
IJti thought aboWJ.\, i;..,ctecj.ped ~t.... S.:-v1J.1:tzbaugh and..Mulljolla,pq.Jp_
there's no better' way to 'stfut.
·
counter Smoltz & Co.
"If we do well, imagine the conThen, the Cubs go home to face

•=
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.

Ventura injury takes
away Sox' 1-2-3 punch

Cardinals learn from playoff exit
!

,
.
i

'

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (AP) Leave it to Todd
Stottlemyre to put a positive spin on the St. Louis
Cardinals' disastrous playoff exit last October.
"It's easier to learn from the ones you screw up,
because those are the ones that make you look a little
closer," Stottlemyre said. "The ones you do
good, you kind of overlook."
The Cardinals were very good all year,
winning 88 games and the NL Central, then
very bad at the finish. After taking a 3- l lead
in the league championship series against
Atlanta, Stottlemyre and Donovan Osborne
were embarrassed by football scores and St.
Louis' season crashed to a halt one game shy of the
World Series.
Stottlemyre lasted an inning in a 14-0 Game 5
blowout and Osborne got only two outs in Game 7, a
15-0 rout. So, at least there's no overconfidence heading into the April 1 opener at Montreal.
"Last year left a bitter taste in my mouth," outfielder

,
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Baseball team travels
into Middle Tennessee
Panthers hope to knock off OVC co-leader
By MATI WILSON
Staff writer
The Panther baseball team
hopes to stop a three-game skid
wlu!n it travels to- Murfreesboro,

:Fenn: far

~a thre~T ga,ne

series

against Middle Tennessee.
The Panthers (2-1 in the Ohio
Valley Conference, 8-i 1 overall)
have a doubleheader against the
Blue Raiders at 2 p.m. Friday
and
have
a
single
game at 2 p.m. 9n Saturday:
Middle Tennessee is in a firstplace tie in the OVC with
Austin ·P eay, both having 4-2
records, and .the Blue Raiders
are 6-1 in their last seven
games.
"What we have to focus on is
two or three things tha~ will
make us a better team," Panther
head coach Jim Schmitz said.
''The big thing is not to think of
them as the top team, and we' re
picked to win."
The pitching staff for the
Blue Raiders is tops among the
OVC. In 142 2/3 innings
~ltehso;

CHET PIOTROWSKI, JRJPhoto editor
Eastern nliefpitcher Nick Redd throws to first in an earlier hOme
game this season. The Panthers look to end a three-game slide today.

tilt

Tennessee
ranks fifth in
Baseball
the conference
for hitting, the
TEAM
Conf. Overall
leading OVC
4-2
Austin Peay
I 3-9 individual batMiddle Tennessee
~:~ ~~ j~ ting leader is
Eastern Illinois
1
.::1915
l+a f.!U<V» Middle
· l'fenliessee t«W •
... 9_3
Murray Stat~
12_11 Tennessee.
11SJf.rnt11-4ab ~~rc~~Qjffi
Morehead.Stat!!
1-2
6-13
A n d r· e w
Eastern Kentucky
2-4 6-14 T h o m p s o n
Southeast Missouri
Tennessee-Martin
2-4 5-13 leads the conference with a
.453 batting
Standings as of March 25
average.
In 53 trips to
the plate, Thompson has 24 hits
and seven runs batted in. Four
of those hits were doubles while
he has three homers on the season.
The other Blue Raider to
reach the top 10 for batting is
sophomore outfielder Jeremy
Owens who is currently in sixth
place with a .371 batting average. In 70 at bats, Owens has
cranked ·out 26 hits and 10 RBI.
Owens is .04 percentage
points ·ah.~81.it · of1faqt!»r...sopho-

1997 l'IEl'l'S

miff hlis a 3.tn

lbdtl!'Mt~et' M«tk11'tlnM!l " (\

earned run average, giving up
143 hits while striking out 98
and walking 70. ·
"The big thing is we have to
be aggressive against them,"
Schmitz said. "Their pitching
staff comes in and goes at people so we have to be aggressive."
The leader of the staff is
freshman Brad Howard, who
has a 3-0 record and a
1.53
ERA. His ERA is second best in

Owens also leads the team
with seven stolen bases in eight
attempts.
The other Middle Tennessee
ball player to reach the leaders
for batting in the OVC is senior
()Utfielder Chris Snyder. His
.327 batting average puts him in
a tie for 19th place in the conference.
In 55 at bats, he has 18 hits
and i_s second on the team with

Softball team heads off for six games in three days
By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
Eastern's softball team will hit the road
and play double headers against Eastern
Kentucky, Morehead State and Tennessee
Tech on Friday, Sa~f<lay and Sunday,
r~~Y='

m·~r words th& Qs(ly Panthers will
play sii games in three days, in two states.
Eastern is on a three-game winning
streak, and the Lady Panthers are corning
off a trip to Indiana State where they took
two from the host Lady Sycamores.
The current series of away games follows Eastern'!P spring break road trip to
South Carolina.
"It's been a hectic two weeks," Eastern

....--------. head softball coach
Stephanie Fox said.
"We're in the middle of it
now, actually kind of
near the end. Our team is
tired. We need t-0 dig
down (leep and prove
ourselves in this conference."
~S-te_p_han--ie_F:_o-~~
The weekend set will
send the Lady Panthers
up against three ·of their eight Ohio Valley
Conference opponents. Eastern's record is
13-7 overall and are 3-1 in the OVC.
Coach Fox said the team will be facing
tough competition this weekend and will
have to keep its level of play up.
"We play Tennessee Tech; they are No.

2 in the conference. lbey might actually be
ranked higher now," Fox said. "Eastern
Kentucky and Morehead are five and six, I
think. We lost one to Tennessee-Martin,;
we've been very inconsistent lately."
Eastern Kentucky, the Lady Panthers'
first foe, has a record of 7-9 overall, 1-5 in
the conference.
Eastern Kentucky head coach Jane
Worthington thinks the conference is very
competitive.
"I think the conference is getting better
overall," she said. "I think the teams are
getting a lot closer together. I think that
Eastern (Illinois) coming in will make the
league even stronger."
Part of the reason for the 1..ady Colonels'
decline coul4 be the loss of their No. 1

pitcher Karen Scott. Scott blew her knee
out damaging the cartilage in the joint as
well as tearing her anterior cruciate ligament. Worthj11gto11-¢tpeo~ IJ~dQ <Qe out
for the season.
1
Worthington believes her team can still
be competitive despite the rough start.
"We are going to do the best we can,"
she said. "We're not counting ourselves
out Last time I looked we were second in
the league in hitting. We just have to pick
things up and score some runs because we
probably are going to give up some runs."
Eastern will square off against the Lady
Eagles of Morehead State on Saturday.
Morehead is 9-10-1 overall. The Lady
Eagles are 3-3 in the OVC.
See SIX page 7 A

Golf team opens season with Bradley Invitational
This weekend the men's golf
team kicks off its season when it

travels to the Butler Invitational
for three days of competition on
Saturday, Sunday and Monday.
They will compete again.s t
approximately 15 other teams.
Returning for the spring season for the Panthers are Jeremy
Morton and Brad Zwetschke.
The Panthers are corning off a
les8 than spectacular fall season.
'"The fall season was not very

-

--

-----

good," golfer Mark Smaizys said.
"We didn't play to our potential.
"We're not very deep and
everybody has got to play well."
The men have been practicing
outside for the last month, and
Smaizys said the team needs to
be more consistent, instead of
relying on a two man punch,
mainly in Zwetschke and
Morton.
In the spring season, especially
early on, weather can play a big

·----

-

--

factor in the quality of performance the team puts forth.
''The fall is when you get the
low scores but in the spring
you're scraping to shoot 76 or 77
because of how bad the weather
is," Smaizys said.
Weather dictated the outcome
last year when the Panthers traveled to the Butler Invite.
"Last year the weather was
horrible,"
Smaizys
said.
"Basically we've played good

there in the past so we've got
some confidence going in.
"It's our first tourney so we
just have to go out there and get a
feel for how the season is going
to go."
Where the team will finish this
weekend is still up in the air.
"If everybody plays good we
definitely have the potential to
win it," Smaizys said. "But that's
a big if."
-staff report

l'IN!\L I OUI\
Saturday's
NCAA Tournament

North Carolina
vs.
Arizona (S:-42)
Minnesota

vs.
Kentucky

(35 mlnuUls
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'Th_ree People
Three Backgrounds
Three Stories
Picture a large city in

1962 in which a pregnant girl,

a troubled young m<;m and a reclusive store owner seem to get lost In
the midst of hurried people and
business de9ls. These people, who
have no ties to the outside world.
become part of each other's lives
and learn about how to truly live life
for the first time.
The play. ·s1ow Dance on the
Killing Ground,· which opened
Thursday. will be performed at 8
p.m. on Friday, Saturday and April 25. and at 2 p.m. Sunday, April 6, In
the studio· of The Doudna Fine Arts
Center.
see "Slow Dance" page three
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Well, the Oscars have come and gone (much yet, crash the party on Oscar night, dressed in a
like the past Spring Break) and the cast and crew of crass outfit and as drunk as a college student on
"The English Patient" are sitting pretty with their Spring Break.
But instead Madonna showed a lot of class at the
trophies.
Billy Crystal will be praised for a few months or Academy Awards by giving a breathtaking perforso for his remarkable comeback to hosting the mance of her award-winning "You Must Love Me."
She swallowed her pride, sang her heart out and
Academy Awards. The best and worst dressed issue
of People Magazine will soon hit the press. And stole the show during her three-minute perforCuba Gooding Jr. will continue to thank everyone mance. And what a performance it was!
Madonna looked like an opera singer in the midunder the sun for his "Best Supporting Actor"
dle of the large empty stage. The spotlight was set
award.
As the hub-bub of the gala event simmers down, precisely in the center of the stage, only to enhance
however, Madonna, the diva of pop for the last two her dramatics. The orchestra pit below her was
decades, is probably sitting at home, Oscar-less, exuding the perfect complementary sound to
Madonna's strong and beautiful voice.
with baby Lourdes.
OK, so her dress - which made her kind of look
Madonna, of course, was snubbed by the academy in early February when it announced the nomi- like a Spanish-style mermaid - could have been a litnations for the Oscar awards and, more specifically, tle more flattering. But despite her choice of attire,
Madonna put on a four-star performance before
for a best actress nomination.
Madonna's musical re-creation of the life and what was probably a ruthless crowd in her case.
times of. Eva ,Peron, "Evita,'! was not,~ir:iated in. ... Madpn_na knew what,. people were thinking. They
any of the major Osc-ar cat€gories;acrording to '.th6ught she wcXIJ¢'-pi'dtfably snub the academy the
way it snubbed her, according to Ef Online, "The
"The Madonna Gazette" online.
The lack of success "Evita" had at the Oscars, Hot Spot."
But she did what many expected her not to do;
however, does not mean the movie was a flop.
Madonna and the cast and crew of "Evita" took she showed up, stunning as ever and captivating the
home three Golden Globe awards in January for audience with her musical drama.
Moreover, Madonna made no grand entrance or
best original song, best picture in the musical/comedy category and best actress in a musical or come- exit during her performance. Many probably
expected her to lead an entourage onto the stage
dy, according to the web site.
Madonna was rightfully honored and recognized and go out with a bang, like fireworks or somefor her talent, both in mu.sic and drama, at the thing.
But no, she was simple and to the point. She was
January awards program.
But, of course, the highest honor in Hollywood is neither obnoxious nor crude, two adjectives which
to be honored with at least a nomination at the have been directly related to Madonna in the past.
Madonna deserves a lot of credit for what she
Oscars. And when Madonna was denied, she probably felt some (OK ... lots) of resentment toward the did. It shows she's not only a good sport but also a
more mature celebrity. Maybe motherhood has
academy.
something to do with it.
Who could blame her?
In the midst of such disappointment for Madonna,
people probably expected her to put a Mafia hit To contact Donna, e-mail her at cudac1@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu
man on the tr.ail of academy executives or, better

.,jupitron jill and derek mystico
Resident Astrologers
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You may
find yourself in the mood to spend. Too
bad your wallet's drier than the Sahara.
Find an alternative route to get some
money in your pocket. Get a gig working
as the Easter Bunny at the Cross-County
Mall. Tell the kids you'll "take it all off" for
$3.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): It's likely
you'll be fighting off an oncoming bout of
jealousy. With your dough-boy complexion, you can't help but envy all those tan
bodies in your classes. But just as you
waiver on the brink of buying a tanning
pac~ge..-Teli~h thi.s ~l)ought w~er:i you:re
30, ai;, le.as.t yo1,1.r ~kifl .won't look .like
leather and you won't be living with 'mom
because you'll still be trying to pay off your
1997 Spring Break.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 21): With Spring
officially here, it may be time to organize
and clean. Start with yourself. Soap is very
inexpensive, and a shower only takes I0
minutes if you're good. If worse comes to
worst, walk through the car wash, man.
CANCER Uune 22 - July 22): This weekend may result in boredom. Don't kid
yourself - it will be Snorefest '97 for all
of us. Either you'll be spending the weekend with your family (blech!) at home or
playing frisbee with the wall in your
dorm room.
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345-9100

and order
of crazy
bread

Add. Toppings Extra

····~~MonroeAve.

March Spe_c_i_a_l:_ __

Every Friday in March
Perms for $30
fingenvave, pencilwave, goddess braid, etc...
When you call, just ask for Cheryl!

SLOW
SLOW DANCE
SLOW DANCE ON
SLOW DANCE ON THE
SLOW DANCE ON THE KILLING
,
SLOW DANCE ON THE KILLING GROUND'
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Horoscopes

from

ries (March 21 - April 19)
tor entertainment purposes only

festive mood will strike you this weekend.
But instead of having the Easter egg hunt
in your house, have it in your vacationing
neighbor's house. They are the ones that
left you the key so you would feed their
cat. How could they not expect you to get
a little rowdy1
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Lady
luck has touched you once again. The only
bad thing is that she didn't touch you in
that "special'' spot. It's time you find someLEO Uuly 23 - Aug. 22): Spring is the
one to love.
AQUARIUS Uan. 20 - Feb. 19): This is a
season of rebirth. But don't take that literally. Unless you're some kind of deity, you
good time for you to expand your knowlare not going to bring back Poochie, your
edge. Learning new skills can come in
faithful pet of IO years. Besides, he's been
handy. A correspondence class may be just
dead for months. Let go.
the thing you're looking for. Once you
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Your advefl--· .' ·h~ar.ry.,gtlll• repair, the townies will anoint
turous side has- been suppressed for too
you king._
long. Let people know that you can be as
PISCES (Feb. 20 - March 20): We are
wild and crazy as the next person. Drink
approaching the new millennium. It's time
paint.
to discard your old-fashioned views of the
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23): The grind of world. It's Women's Appreciation Month
the semester has you on the verge of
(or something like that), and there isn't a
second that goes by which Derek, the lone
insanity. Find ways to relieve pent up energy. Crank up the stereo in your room.
writer of this horoscope, am not thinking
Now take a shotgun and blast holes in the
about "appreciating" a woman.
walls. Ahhh, don't you feel better1
Editor's note: The validity of these
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov. 21 ): The
horoscopes should not be questioned. Jill
financial stress induced by Fee-JU has you
scraping pennies just to buy a can of pop. Jedlowski, junior journalism major, and
Derek Glascock, junior psychology major,
Moron! Pop machines don't take pennies. I
are licensed astrologers pending the arrival
guess you're just going to have to remain
of their diplomas from Sally Struthers'
parched.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 ): A Home Correspondence Course.
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B.l..C. finds
'Life after
Death'

night only...

d'keith gawla
Staff writer
From his 1994 release,
"Ready To Die;' to his new
double CD effort, "Life After
Death;' Christopher Wallace
could see the future, some
may say. It was only weeks ago
that Wallace, aka the
Notorious B.l.G., was gunned
down outside a Los Angeles
night club in similar fashion to
Tupac Shakur's death last fall.
And now, just like Shakur's
Makaveli effort, B.l.G. makes
his posthumous debut.
The new CD picks up right
where "Ready To Die" left off,
with its intro taken from the
previous CD's last track. From
there you are totally engulfed
by Biggie Smalls' world.
That world indude$ much
talk of sex, drugs and the
mafioso gunplay which BJG is
known for. There are several
songs that speak of his experi·
ences, losses and premoni·
tions of death.
Aiding the Notorious BJ.G.
in his lyrical adventures are
several other wefl·known
emcees, as well as a few top
R&B vocalists.
West coast mac;k-of.-alf•
trades. Too Short, joins Biggie
and Bad Boy frontman Sean
"Puffy" Combs on !'The
World Is Fnted:' PuftOaddy
also adds his two cents on
--'}Mo Mone~ Mo Problems!' ··
"Notorious Thugs" ts the colw
laboration betweenthe
Notorlous-B.l.G. and Bone,
Thugs arid Harmoney. Finally
making a surprise appearance
is old_ school legend OMC, on

ence and other touchy issues are explored in this one time only event
~lisa greenberg
Staff writer

Kate Slovinski, senior theater
major, is directing the plays ;..nd
said that she chose them because
comedic exploration of sexual of the statements they make about
preference, race and women's women's issues. She said she purissues will be performed Tuesday in posely chose scripts with male
a theatrical production entitled "One characters because women can
Night Only."
speak to other women about their
"Herbert, Look!" is the first of two problems, and she thought it was
one-act plays. Shawn Connors, sopho- important to include men to make
more theater major, plays Herbert, who is it easier to communicate.
a homosexual black man. Connors
"I wanted to facilitate communidescribed Herbert as whiny, scared and a cation through art so they (men)
person who has a clear sense of right and won't feel alienated," Slovinski said.
wrong.
She wanted to challenge the
Sauda Jackson, senior theater major, audience to understand that we
plays Laurie, who is also homosexual, is are all human and can communithe controlling force in their friendship. cate effectively and with compasJackson described Laurie as "always right, sion.
but she does it to enlighten and inform.
Slovinski said she was shocked
She wants people to understand that by some of the comments that she
women are not slabs of veal."
received when she decided to
The two are waiting for a bus when direct the plays.
Laurie spots an advertisement on a bill"One person said, 'I don't want
board that features a black woman and to see another depressing dyke
reads, "Have you ever tasted Black play,' and another said, 'I didn't
Velvet?" She drags Herbert to a local bar think dicks were allowed within SO
and convinces him that the sign should be feet of the play."' Slovinski said Shawn Conners, left, and Sauda Jackson, right, exchange
embellished to read, "Stop racist, sexist that those comments show some words as Angela Lathem, back left, and Seth Berry, back
exploitation. Have you ever tasted the of the conflict and misunderstand- right, look on. photo by sarah wong
revenge of women?"
ing that the plays will address.
"Sure Thing," the second one-act, is
Both plays use comedy to add frivolity good example of "what you can do when
iai~t'i;-AIJPj"ei~9~.!l.&&.~~:Qd.;~~~--tbe~~~,:,-.: ;
_ __ _ ___ _ you put your mind to it."
- Slovinski used race-blind casting-to find
their mroy ·:attempts 'to .communicate With · '"ilie 1ev1ty helps us to remember to
actors suited for the parts. For instance,
each other. Jackson plays Betty, an intelli- enjoy our differences," Slovinski said.
gent woman who is trying to enjoy some
This is Slovinski's first time directing and Connors plays a character of a different
time to herself, when Bill, played by she was most surprised and proud of the race than his. Twenty-five students audiConnors, approaches her.
support she has received from her cast tioned and she said that she would have
Bill tries to say things that Betty will be and adviser. The play was added to an liked to have seen more African-American
receptive to, but is constantly interrupted already full production schedule, and the students audition.
"One Night Only" will stage its only
by the waiters, played by Angela Lathem cast practices at wacky hours to work
performance at 8 p.m. Tuesday in The
and Seth Berry. Each time Bill is cut off by around other plays' practice.
the waiters' chimes, he has to start over.
Slovinski said the production was made Studio in the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
The couple slowly learns how to talk to possible because of the students and is a Admission is free.
each other and eventually falls in love.

A

from page 1

Slow Dance
Rosie, played by Lisa DiGangi, a junior theater major, is pregnant, unwed and on the
verge of getting an abortion.
DiGangi said Rosie might decide to have
the baby, but is -v~ry c-areer~oriented ajld sees
the baby as a possible hindrance to her
advancement.
Randell, played by Alonso Balderas, a
senior theater major, is 18 years old and has
led a troubled life. His mother was a prostitute who was in and out of jail and he frequently ran into trouble with the law.
Balderas said Randell is street smart and
keeps up with what is going on in the streets,
so as to cover up his scholatic intelligence.
"(As Randell) I need that facade to sur-

"My Downfall;"
Onthe R&B side of things,
we hear from Faith Evens, 112
and Chicago's own R; ·Kelly.
However, it's his c<>rrtbination with the RZA's beat on
''Lqrig Kiss Goodnight" that
creates this top gem of the
CO. Additional support comes
from Easy Moe Bee and
"Puffy" C<>rrtbs, as expected,
If it's every athlete o.r entertainerl dream to go out on
''tc;>p-1 then the Notorious B.hG:
;has ar;cq"'P,lished ~at Clream. His new CD provides hiP'."hop
fans with something to
remember him by. The
Notorious B.l.G. will have a
"Life After Death:'

do, but it has been a lot of fun, DiGangi said.
vive," Balderas said.
Mr. Glas, played by Jason Arnold, a junior She added there was "a lot of competition"
theater major, owns a candy shop in a run- when auditioning, which made the trials
· ·"nerve·-racking."
dow_n area of New York.
Arnold said when the performance opens
Arnold said Mr. Glas is a person who
prefers to be alone and hides from the world and the actors are in front of a live audience,
it is worth all of the hard work.
in his store.
He added Randell and Rosie become an
"To just come out in front of 120 people
integral part of Glas' life and he reveals a focused on you is a real rush;' Arnold said.
Emilie Leadley, the costume consultant for
long-kept secret to the two about himself.
Each character learns about life from their the play, said the set brings intimacy to the
encounters with each other, and their perfor- audience, and helps them to feel as if they are
mances have been a struggle with such a small inside Mr. Glas' shop with the characters.
cast.
Would you like to know more about the
Having only three people as the cast greatly play? Well, I guess you'll just have to go see
adds to the amount of work each actor must the show.

Notorious U.G.

"Ute After Death"
1997 Bad BQY Reco:nls

* * * *
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Star 69 debuts
~l.lar, . Qar' M .li111"Carrey's
'Eating February' best comedic venture thus far

Verge of the Weekend

friday.3.28.1997

f1 jitl iedlow$ki

Chill out to mellow premiere album
ly count because without them
41'racheal carruthers
the
songs
sound
Associate Verge editor
suspiciously similar.
The originality expressed in
magine Nirvana with lyrics
that can be understood the songs on the rest of the CD
joined by the vocals of makes up for this little lapse of
Alanis Morisette and you have creativity.
"Rotten Punch" sounds like a
the sound of the band that calls
slow version of Metallica's
themselves Star 69.
The band started out in "Enter Sandman," but then the
London two years ago and music grabs hold and doesn't let
ended up in Los Angeles to cut go until the song is over making
it a truly great song.
their first CD "Eating February."
The rest of
The
band
the CD speaks
members are:
for itself with
lead singer and
song titles such
guitarist Julie
as "Bruise" and
Daniels, guitarist
"Scabs," as well
Richard Corden,
as "You Are
bassist Warren
Here" and ''I'm
Hu art
and
Not You."
drummer Johnny
But the real
Haro.
discovery on
H a p p y
this CD is the
thoughts should
be on anyone's
hidden track,
mind with lyrics
which is appro1i ke, "I'm the
priately No. 69.
one that killed
This song
you
in
my
Star 69
with the CD
dreams"
in Courtesy of Radioactive Records title in the
"Burning Down
lyrics may take
the House," one of the CD's a while to get to, but it's defibetter songs.
nitely worth the time.
The other songs on the CD
Star 69's first CD "Eating
have their highs and lows.
February" deserves at least one
The highs come with every chance ... or even two or three.
song's mellow guitar rhythms.
If mellow guitar and throaty
1 The lows come crashing-;-, lyr:i~~make goo~ tunes, then
dbwn with the waves o"f 1 ; "Eldrit"g Feb'"N!fy.l\ii a great CD.
depressing lyrics written by
Star 69
Daniels.
"Eating February"
"I'm Insane" and "I'm Selfish"
Radioactive Records
are two songs where lyrics real-

I

Verge editor

"Liar, Liar" - Jim Carrey's on
fire!
His latest film is chock-full
of the crazy hair and puttyesque facial contortions that
have become Carrey's trademark.
"Liar, Liar" tells the story of
Fletcher, played by Carrey, a
lawyer who schmoozes everyone and their mother with lie
upon flattering lie. His tactics
of "climbing the corporate ladder" are based on his lying to
squeeze his way into - or
weasel his way out of - any situation.
Fletcher is a young father,
divorced from the mother of
his son, Max. But like everyone
else, Max falls victim to
Fletcher's lies, too. From forgetting to buy his son a birthday present to conjuring up
some fake illness to excuse his
neglect to pick up Max for the
day, Fletcher seems to be a
slimebaH.
But Fletcher is stuck
b¢tween a g:ree,rand his
fatherly duties and can't seem

to juggle both. However,
through au his fabrications,
one feeling he possesses cannot be camouflaged by his
deceit and egocentricity: he
loves his son. Whether
Fletcher is tickling Max with
"the claw" or regurgitating his
son's present which Fletcher
accidentally "swallowed," it's
obvious that he'd do anything
for his son.
When he turns 4, Max
blows out the candles on his
cake and makes a wish that his
father couldn't lie for just one
day. And low and behold, his
wish is granted.
For the next 24 hours,
Fletcher becomes physically
incapable of lying.
All hell breaks loose.
He begins his day by receiving a call from his mother. He
concedes that he hasn't been
on vacation, he's just been
avoiding her because alt their
phone conversations ever consist of are her fully-detailed
critiques of his father's bowel
movements.
When Max realized that his
~ wish 111ay ha~e c()llle true, he
testS his dad• He asks Fl¢tcher
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JERRY·•s PIZZA
&Pu·s.
CORNER OF 4TH AND LINCOLN

345-2844
WE DELIVER

I :00 am

We Accept Visa, Master Card, and Discover
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that If he made a funny face,
would it really stay that way
forever? tn a humorous personal quip, Fletcher replies
that it won't. In fact, he says,
some people make a very good
living at it.
Fletcher proceeds to court
to work a case, which, if he's
victorious, will land him a partnership. The whole scene is
very ironic because he was
chosen to defend this case
because he was such a skillful
liar, yet he can't even tell a little fib.
Be sure to sit through the
credits to see some of the
movie's bloopers which are
almost funnier than ·the movie
itself.
"Liar, Liar" is by no means a
heart-wrenching, lovey-dubbey
film, but what Carrey fan really
expected it to be?
Carrey has chalked up yet
another success for his film
career with this extremely
funny, light film.
And he didn't even have to
make his butt talk.
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Helmet's newest album has heavy 'Aftertaste'
too familiar.
However, on "Like I Care", the listener is reintroduced to the good old Helmet all fans know and love.
A groovin' bass line opens up the tune and leads into
a crunchy guitar riff that makes the listener want to
bang his head up and down until he has no brain cells
left. Fortunately, the listener is then rescued by a
toned-down chorus with lush-sounding guitars and an
insistent drum beat providing the background.
Other hot spots include the raucous "It's Easy To
Get Bored" and "Harmless", which is a three-minute
thrash-a-than .
"Aftertaste" is a riff-heavy collection of songs that
satisfies the headbanger in all of us.

ca"gabe rosen
Staff writer

H

elmet is back with a new release entitled
"Aftertaste," the band's fourth CD and their
third with lnterscope Records.
Helmet has been known for their no-nonsense style
since their 1990 indie release "Strap It On." Its success
prompted lnterscope Records to sign the band and distribute "Meantime," the band's second CD, which
boasted the MTV hit "Unsung." "Betty," Helmet's third
.,CD, attempted to show a more diverse Helmet while
still attempting to rock.
The release of "Aftertaste" marks the second change
in the band's lineup in two CDs. On "Betty" the band
replaced guitarist Peter Mengede with Rob Eccheverria,
while on "Aftertaste" Helmet ousted Eccheverria, and
vocalist-guitarist Page Hamilton decided to play all the
guitars. The band also added guitarist Chris Traynor for
the subsequent tour.
"Aftertaste" is pretty much heavy as hell all the way
through . However, the one thing I noticed after listening to this CD was the fact that there were a number
of main-stream bands out right now that completely
rip-off Helmet. Now I'm not going to mention any
names (Filter), but there are numerous bands right now
capitalizing on the sound Helmet came out with in
1989.
"Pure" is the first track on the newest CD and is a
pretty good way to get the ball rolling. The song has a
stomping beat and a guitar tone that would make Satan
cringe.

-

'

Helmet
Courtesy of lnterscope Records
The vocals , however, don 't seem to fit at first. When
Hamilton ambles through the first couple of stanzas on
"Pure," he sounds like some idiot trying way too hard
to sound angry. Ah, but Hamiltor. doesn't let metalheads down as his lyrics progressively turn from seemingly faked angst to blood-curdling screams in the ride
out, which reassure us that he really is one crazy s.o.b.
Unfortunately, the following track, "Renovation",
strays from the hard-rocking stomp of "Pure" and
attempts to delve into the world of punk/pop a la
Green Day. Although the song is catchy, it sounds way

"Aftertaste"
lnterscope Records
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The Alpha-Omega Players in Neil Simon's:

Barefoot in the Park
Tuesday April 1st at 8pm
in the Rathskellar

r-- -~ ~

·,

_1~111>od Senrices: -':

•V ~iOMI·P~a #100,Sui~ ~
Route l6
'
Mattoon, Dlinois.61938
Mattoon Charleston Urbana
235-3209

Dessert and flavored coffee included with
admission

"It's bright·

~217;.(;M

345-3257

Located:

literate and

Immrdilltely ttlSt cfStmlh
Bush Lincoln Health Clnm

irresistably

Monday
noon - 6;00 pm

Sponsored by UB Performing Arts
An RTA Production-A National Touring
Company since 1967

funny"

Wednesday
noon - 6:00 pm
Friday

7:00 am · 1:00 pm

Give the Gift Of Life. Donate Blood
Community Blood Services of Illinois is a nonprofit blood cenw whose primary
J™rpc;>Se is providing a safe and adequate blood supply fur patients at Sarah
Bush Lincoln, Carle, and Covenant medieal facilities in eut central UJinois,
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OVERNIGHT SERVICE· No LIMITS • SALE ENDS SATURDAY
ORIGIN AL ROLL COLOR PRINT FILM ONLY.
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HALF FRAMES, PANORAMIC , BIACK AND WHITE.
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Services Offered

Help Wanted
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SAVE MONEY on your motorcycle and car insurance with our
downstate discounts. Call BILL
HALL 345-7023 or stop by HALL
INSURANCE 1010 East Lincoln.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _413

Help Wanted
""'~~<:1>iJ?"«1';;('4i~"=~'''"'·:-:-::Yc.i>fo';>~M,,~'7:~~~i;;

CAMP COUNSELORS wanted
for Michigan boys/girls summer
camps. Teach: swimming, canoeing, sailing, water skiing, gymnastics, riflery, archery, tennis, golf,
sports, computers, camping,
crafts, dramatics, OR riding. Also
kitchen, office, maintenance.
Salary $1300 or more plus R&B.
Camp LWC/GWC. 1765 Maple,
Nftd., IL. 60093. 847-446·2444
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2
#1 RANKED FUNDRAISER-Your
group, club, Frat./Sor. can raise
up to $200 ... $500... $1000 in one
week. Minimal hrs/effort required.
Call 800-925-5548, Access Code
22. Participants receive FREE
Sport Camera just for calling.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/10
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-Fishing industry. Learn
how students can earn up to
$2,850/mo
+
benefits
(room/board). Call Alaska
Information Services: 1-800-2075365 Ext A57381.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/4

PARK RANGERS! Game wardens, park police. $6-$20 per
hour. Year round positions men
and women. (504)429-9231. 24
hours. Ext 5172P11.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3128
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. UNIVERSITY UNION NOW HIRING
for intersession and summer for
the following positions Catering
and
dining
department
Rathskeller apply in room 208 or
call 5326 or 6082
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3/28
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING-Plus
forests, beach resorts, ranches,
rafting companies. Nationwide
openings. Call (919)918-7767 ext
R149.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4122
ALASKA EMPLO'fMENT-Earn to
$3000-$6000+/month in fisheries,
pMltr,..;• ~ re for.ta•~ . Airfare!
F~ing! '3efii!Nhe ajlfions.
Call (919) 918-7767' ext A149.

FULL TIME ADULT ADVOCATE
POSITION WORKING WITH
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE VICTIMS
AND THEIR CHILDREN. Must
have reliable transportation and
proof of insurance. Need to be
flexible and self-motivated. Verbal
and written skills a plus. Master
degree in counseling/ group
experience preferred, Send
resume to CADV P.O. Box 372.
4/8
FARM
HELP
WANTED.
Experience preferred. Call after 3
p.m. or leave message on the
.machine 348-8906.
4/9
SERIOUS OPPORTUNITY-I need
10 quality people. If you are motivated and looking for something
more call 337-4921 Ext 102.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___;3128
BARTENDERS AND WAITRESSES NEEDED. Apply in person.
Broadway Joe's. 1412 Broadway
Ave. Mattoon.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/1
STAYING IN THE AREA THIS
SUMMER AND NEEDING A
JOB? We are now accepting
applications for all positions apply
in person every Saturday and
Sunday from noon to 5 p.m. at
Skeeters Restaurant in Sullivan,
If, Sullivan Marina.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/1
WAITRESS WANTED PART
TIME, apply in person after 4 PM,
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
____________ 4/3
RAPIDLY GROWtNG MASSAGE
BUSINESS: needs ladies, make
lots of cash fast. No experience
necessary. Call Panthers 3480288
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
WEEKEND D.J. NEEDED with
or without C.D.'s. Call 349-8613.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2

Wanted
LOSE WEIGHT WHILE YOU
SLEEP, the healthy way. No diet,
no exercise, all natural. Call 3457413.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4122

CRUISE LINES HIRING-Earn to
$2000+/month plus free world
travel (Europe, Caribbean, eel).
No exp. necessary. Free
room/board. (919)918-7767 ext
C149.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/22
NEW restaurant coming soon,
CODY'S
ROAD
HOUSE,
Mattoon. Taking applications for
cooks, dishwashers, hostesses,
wait staff, bus people. Apply in
person at Gowins Restaurant &
Catering, 1700 Broadway,
Mattoon. Tues & Thurs. 10 a.m. 1 p.m., 4 p.m. - 7 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/14

Make Money

Make Money
"&I:

tt

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5

"HOW TO MAKE 5,000 A WEEK
FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE"
Earn $500 each & every week
with our unique method. Learn
how. Free information. Send
S.A.S.E. io M.M.H. TRYST.AR
CO. Dept. #B P.O. Box 1216
Mattoon, 1161938.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____;3128
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Sublessors

For Rent

For Rent

PARK PLACE SUBLESSORS
NEEDED. Close to campus.
Furnished. Rent negotiable. 3485597

ONLY ONE LEFT! One bedroom,
unfurnished apartment- all utilities
paid! NO PETS, NO PARTIES!
Quiet building!! 345-6759
------5/5
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
Furnished apartments, patios,
balconies, air, pool, sundeck,
close to campus, 24-hour maintenance appointment 345-6000.
5/5
LARGE-1 BEDROOM APARTMENT FURNISHED. Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid.
Call 345-2363.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
SUMMER '97 ONLY. Furnished 5
bedroom apartment. One efficiency period. Phone 345-7225.

LARGE 3-4 PERSON APT.
AVAILABLE FOR 97-98 SCHOOL
YEAR. Plenty of parking, reasonable utilities, washer/dryer,
garbage disposal, dishwasher. 2
1/2 baths. Brittany Ridge #31.
345-4489 or 348-1315.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:3128
NEW DELUXE, LOFT STYLE, 2
BEDROOM APARTMENT downtown Mattoon. 1 yr. lease. 3488406
DELUXE TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENT. Close to Campus,
For 2 quiet, older students. No
smoking, No pets, No parties!
Reference and deposit required.
348-0979 after 3 p.m.

AVAILABLE FOR 97-98-Two bedroom furnished and unfurnished
apartments. 10/12 month leases.
Water and trash included. 947 4th
street. No pets allowed. Call 3487746 for appointment.

BRAND NEW 3 Bedroom apts.
345-6533.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/15
1-2 BEDROOM APT. 10 and 12
mo. lease. Trash. Furnished. No
pets. 345-4602

';;f#;:/'&;6J;¥f<*>'"~-~

"HOW TO MAKE $500 PER DAY
WORKING FROM HOME" Make
$500/day work at home. Jobs
available.
No
experience
required. Free information. Rush
S.A.S.E. to M.M.H. TRYSTAR
Co. Dept #I P.O. Box 1216
Mattoon, 1161938.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3128
SEEKING 3 INDIVIDUALS WHO
want to work their own hours,
earn immediate income and
develop a large money-making
organization by graduation. Call
217-698-7224 for more information.
3131
NE.ED EXTRA MONEY? Sell
Avon. Call 345-4197 or 235-1544
for information!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5

FUNDRAISER: MOTIVATED
GROUPS NEEDED to earn $500
+ promoting ATT, Discover, gas
and retail cards. Since 1969
we've heiped 1 OOO's of groups
raise the money they need. Call
Gina at (800)592-2121 Ext 110.
Free CD to qualified callers.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____;515
$1000's POSSIBLE TYPING.
Part time. At home. Toll Free
(1 )800-218-9000 Ext. T-2262 for
Listings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/28
$1 OOO's POSSIBLE READING
BOOKS. Part time. At home. Toll
Free (1)800218-9000 Ext. R-2262
for Listings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3128

Roommates

4/7
2 FEMALE SUBLESSORS TO
SHARE A ROOM FOR SUMMER
97. $150/month each. Park Place
Apt. Call Tami or Jamie 3455830.
3128
-S-UM-M-ER_S_U_B-LE_S_S_O_R_S-NEEDED: Big clean apartment. Very
close to campus. Low rent. A/C.
3-5 people. 345-1449.
4/1
suc-=B---L_E___
s___s"""o-R"""s-N---E=-E=-D-E-D------F o R
FABULOUS PARK PLACE
APARTMENT. Price negot_iable.
345-1165.
4/2
SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEEDED: Furnished 3 bedroom apartment close to campus. Rent
negotiable. Park Place. 3454756.
_______ 4/9
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
FOR SUMMER. Washer/dryer,
would have own room, good location. Call Tracy at 345-7481
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/1
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER
97,
2
BDRM,
Furnished apartment close to
campus. Call 345-4398.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/3
SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY. Close to campus, best rent deal available! Call
immediately 348-0016 lim.
4/2

For Rent
1-2 NON-SMOKING ROOMMATES NEEDED to share a 2
bedroom apt. with 2 females for
97-98 school year. Call 581-5292.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3131
FEMALE ROOMMATES WANTED TO LIVE IN APARTMENT.
Close to campus, Fully furnished.
Monthly rent-$159. Please Call
Dottie or Jamie at 581-3052.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4110

NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FURNISHED HOUSES FOR 9798 SCHOOL YEAR. $235/month
12 mo. lease. Call 345-3148. 5/5
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1997.
McArthur
Manor.
QuietFu rnished-2 Bedroom Apartment.
345-2231.
5/5

FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 AND
1400
6 BEDROOM APARTMENT
.
•
square feet. Available summer or
f-E""M_A_l.,_E~R~OQ-M_M_A_:f_E_N_EE-0-·ED"
fall of ~997. 6 blocks .north ?f
.fau:91": Share with one person.,: ~ft!e!l$.~ stfeet_pa.~_ng avail·
flent $200. 618C945-9251
'
· ~i11e. 'Re"iisona6l_e ut1!1t1es. Ask
about 8% rent discount. Phone
413
345-7225.

================-=Sublessors
NEEDED: 1 OR 2 SUBLESSORS
FOR A NICE 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT close to campus
and night life! For information call
348-8786.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/2
1 SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR 3
BEDROOM APT. Close to campus. Call 348-0878.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/31
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED 2
rooms, ale, parking, dishwasher,
OLDTOWNE apts. Call 348-0058.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/3

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/5

_417

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/5

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 414

LARGE 3 & 4 BEDROOM FOR 46 PEOPLE. FURNISHED, DISHWASHER, GARBAGE DISPOSAL. TRASH PAtD. AVAILABLE
FALL 97. 345-2363.

3 GIRLS NEEDED for 2 bedroom
house. Garage, hardwood floors
and patio. May 1. Rent negotiable. 348-1183
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/28
UPSTAIRS 4 BEDROOM APT. 1
block north of campus on 9th.
345-6621 leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/3

- - - - - - - - 5/5

NICE, CLEAN EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT available for one
person for May 97-May 98.
Water, trash, and parking included. Call 348-0819 leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/28

::--=c-.,---cc,---,,....-..,----5/5

FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 BEDROOM, 2 BATH, 1300 SQUARE
FEET apartment. Available summer or fall of 1997. 6 blocks north
of Hardees. Off street parking
available. Reasonable utilities.
Ask about 8% rent discount.
Phone 345-9531.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE FOR 2, 3, OR 4 PEOPLE. Furnished. Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid.
Call 345-2363. Apartments available.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5

NOW LEASING, LARGE 3 BR
FURNISHED APT. 97-98 school
year Call 345-3664 after 10 a.m.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 414

s
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ALPHA OMEGA OMEGA There is no meeting this Sunday
EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY Good Friday liturgy noon to 1 p.m.
Newman Catholic Chapel. 9th at Lincoln
DEPT. OF SPEECH COMMUNICATION speech communication week
March 31- April 3. Various events and locations so contact the Speech
Communication office at 581-2016 for a schedule of events
EIU MEN'S RUGBY game Saturday March 29 at 1 p.m. on the rugby
field across from Coleman. Come support EIU Men's Rugby play the
south side Irish RFC this Saturday
INTERVARSITV CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP chapter prayer at 8 p.m.
tonight in the Shelbyville Room 3rd floor Union
BSU pageant pictures in Student Life Office. Please come and pick up
your pageant pictures ASAP
SIG RHO Special Ed. Honor Fraternity- Special Olympics on April 25
at EIU at the Football field. Anyone interested in volunteering for
Special Olympics on April 25, 1997 forms can be picked uo,in RoQm.
1018 IHOP and are due today"\"''
. , ···" v· -'' ¥ ~ '""''IC·u .v ·"'¥•
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH Good Friday service tonight at 7
p.m. across from Tarble Arts Center
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH Easter Worship service on
Sunday. 6 a.m. Sunrise, regular worship at 8 and 10:45 a.m. Easter
breakfast after sunrise service.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Easter mass at 11 a.m. Sunday in
Coleman Auditorium. There is no 9 p.m. mass
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Good Friday service at noon in the
University Ballroom.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit. campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

ACROSS

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use o n l y ) - - - - - - - - - - - Person accepting ad, _ _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

no. words/days
Payment:
O Cash

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

::J Check

32Belief
. , 33 La.Gquered
metalwar11.
a Vet's treasure
34 U:K. carrier of
ts Morose sort
old
t• Worthless
t7 They may grow 35 Pine. e.g.
up to be bald
37 Armoire
ts Relatives
alternatives
18 Fiddle with
40 Canoeists'
20Czech
peril
composer
4t "Marjorie
Janacek
Morningstar"
zt Capitol--novelist
(music
42Academic
company)
periods: Abbr.
n--chi
44 Be - - to (help
23 Rolaids target
out)
25 Frank
451964 Glenn
:zeGo-devil
Ford film
280bscures
46 Crude
29 Litigation
47 Tape player
30 Ones loaded
spec: Abbr.
with Valentine's
48"Nuts!"
gifts
1 Certain idQIS

Name:_-________________

0 Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Student 0 Yes 0 No
Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

20 cents per word firrt day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 1O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAV·NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
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NEEDED: one person for BRITTANY RIDGE for fall of 97. 5812252
413
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$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
MAILING OUR CIRCULARS. For
info call 301-429-1326

.g1tie Verge of 1tie Weekend
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49Vermont
qu8Jrying town
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modern carpets
53 Early dweller
along the Dead
Sea
55 Aggravation
56 Stab, in a way
57 Generous
spirit
saoespair

Tl
Al
to

Al
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F
A

c
s

DOWN
t 1950's doo-wop
group with the
hit "A Thousand
Miles Away,"
with "the"
2 Gay refrain
3 Incapable of
moving
4 Hamlet, e.g.
s European
border river
alt might be
placedln
Nevada
?Name
appendages
a Tightwads
a Coalition
to Homecomings?
tt Numbers on a
board: Abbr.
12 "Key" menu
item
13 Natural habitat
14Cheery
20 Blockheads
23Sincere
24 Brought forth

F.
H
51

3
fc

P11Ule by John R. Conrad

25 Product
package info
27 "No kidding!"
29 Classical
heptad
3t Brown and
others
32Was
emboldened
MCioud
35 Japanese beer
3e Words before
'96, '97, etc.
37 Fur
38 Baked dish
served cold ··

nSpruce up
40 One lacking in
conviction
41 Made
independent
43Kind of
deal
45Routine

48 Actress Maryam
48 Laddie, in
Australia
50 One way to run
sa I! proceeds with
craft
53Goback
54 Org. since 1890

For Rent

For Rent

Lost &Found

Announcements

Personals

Announcements

FEMALES WANTED: 3 BOA
' apartment North side of town.
Very spacious, newly remodeled.
Very big rooms. 200/p. No pets.
345-6621
.
- - - - - - _____4/3
LARG~
BEDROOM
FlVE
HOUSE two baths. Partly furnished. Three blocks from
Charleston Square. Located on
the Homecoming Parade. Call
345-5088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3/28
'97-'98-Home in quiet neighborhood close to campus. Senior or
graduate students. Well-kept 2bedroom apartments. $210. 3457678.
-----·--··--·3/31
1 112 BLOCKS FROM OLD MAIN
FOR GROUP OF 7-8. available
August '97, 7-8 bedroom house
furnished hook-ups and trash
included washer dryer furnished
references required 345-5511.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____:414
UNFURNISHED HOUSES FOR 3
OR 5 CLEAN non-smoking
females. One year lease. $210$250 each, near campus. 3452564.
i - - - · - - - - ·___3/28
2 HOUSES FOR RENT for sum11 mer 97: Call 342-3475 for info.
3/28
2BEDROOM .. FURNISHED.
Water
&
garbage
included.
10
1 mo. 348-0288.
,_ _ _ _ 3/28
RENTING FOR FALL. Large 4
bdmn, 2 bath House on 6th St. Up
to 6 people. 345-3344.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3128
CHECK OUR HOUSING LIST.
Apartments for 1,2 or 3 tenants.
Good locations. Good prices.
Lists available at Century 21,
Wood. 1512 A street. Jim Wood,
broker.
_ _ _ _ 4/4
2 BEDROOM HOUSE, carport,
large yard, W/D hookups, pets
upon approval. $450/month. 3480762.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/2
FOR LEASE-97-98 school year. 2
bedroom apartment and 2 bedroom house. 346-3583.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.4/2
SUMMER ONLY-2 & 3 bedroom
apartments $150/person. 1 block
North of Domino's. 348-8792.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/2
FALL-3 bedroom newly remodeled apartment. 1 block from Old
Main. 220/student. Low utilities.
348-8792.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/2
Close to EIU-Extra nice apartments, air conditioned, private
parking, twelve month lease.
Deposits
and
references
required. No pets. Water and
trash. Furnished. Two bedroomstove, dishwasher, refrigerator,
. compactor, patio-$460/mo. One
bedroom-stove and refrigerator$315/mo.
Studio-stove,
microwave, refrigerator-$300/mo.
J.P. Furlong Realtor 345-8600.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/14
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWN·
HOUSE style apartments. 2-3
people. Nice, furnished, close to
campus. M & L Properties. 3480350.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:414
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
security deposit required. No ..
pets! 348-0699 after 5 p.m. or
leave message.
4/4
TWO LARGE ONE BEDROOM
APTS. Heat and trash paid. Next
to campus. 348-0006
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4110
APARTMENTS FOR FALL- 1 and
bedroom
apartments.
2
Furnished. 1 year lease.
Application required. No pets.
Call 345-7286.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/3
SUMMER ONLY OR STARTING
FALL 3 bedroom apartments. 415
Harrison. $170 per person. 3485032
4/11
3, 4 AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
for next school year. 348-0009
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:414

1 AND 2 BEDROOM APT. for
next school year. 620 5th St. 348·
0009.
···--·
4/4
APARTMENTS FOR FALL. NICE
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS for
girls. Furnished, laundry, air conditioning.
1 year
lease.
Application required. NO pets.
Call 345-7286.
4/3
TWO-BEDROOM ~OUSE,
THREE BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS. $570 for 3. No parties, No
pets. 10-month lease. Deposit
plus last month rent. 345-7181
after 5:00.
4/2
THREE-BEDROOM HOUSE,
REFRIGERATOR AND STOVE
FURNISHED. Three blocks from
campus. $600 for 3. No parties,
no pets. 10-month lease. Deposit
plus last month rent. 345-7181
after 5:00.
4/2
FOR RENT 1427 9lh St.--2BR/2
person apt.; $180/person/month;
12 month lease; central A/C. 201
Buchanan- 2 BR/2 person apt.;
$185/person/month; 12 month
lease; washer/dryer; A/C. 3454853
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3131
FOR RENT. 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT, fully furnished,
central
air.
Lincolnwood
Apartments, building 2216, #204,
call 345-6000
_______ 3/2
FOR RENT 5 BR HOUSE near
campus and studio near downtown. Call Leland Hall Real
Estate and Insurance 345-7023
or stop by 1010 Lincoln.
4/1
AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER AND
FALL 97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.
Clean modern Apartments with
some utilities furnished. 1, 2, 3
bedrooms. NOT CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. No Pets. 10 and 12
month leases are available. 217345-4494 anytime.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/28
AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER AND
FALL 97·98 SCHOOL YEAR.
Clean modern home. 4 bedrooms. CLOSE TO CAMPUS ..
NO PETS.. 10 or 12 month leases are available. 217-345-4494
anytin,!~·~· ~· , _.., ~
., ,.
3/28

LOST: BLACK AND WHITE
FEMALE CAT. Could be anywhere in Charleston. $50 reward.
Call 345-2388
3/31

AITENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPONSORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS,
EVER!!! $$$CASH FOR COLLEGE$$$ FOR INFO: 1-800·
243-2435.
5/5
GOV'T FORECLOSED homes
from pennies on $1. Delinquent
Tax, Repo's, REO's. Your Area.
Toll Free (1)800-218-9000 Ext. H2262 for current listings.
____3/28
SPRING BREAK IS OVER, SO
WHAT ABOUT THAT RESUME?
For summer jobs or internships?
NO
WORRIES!
Student
Publications has a FAST AND
PROFESSIONAL resume and
cover letter service. For results
call 581-2812 and ask for
Adrienne

ALPHA PHI INFORMATIONAL
RUSH, Wednesday, April 2 at
7:00 p.m. Meet at Alpha Phi
Greek Court For questions or
rides-Call Michelle Shahin at 3481798.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/2
ALPHAS- have a wonderful
Easter weekend!
3/28
GO AST TUGS- Keep up the
hard work!
- - - - · · - - · - - ·_ _ 3/28
V.J. BELLAFORE, ALPHA PHIS
hope you had an egg-cellent
Spring Break. Have an egg-ceptional Easter weekend!
3/28
ALPHA PHI TUGS- Keepup the
hard work. We know you'll do
great. Love, your sisters
3/28
ALPHA PHI AIRBAND- you're
doing a great job! Keep up the
hard work! Love, your sisters
3128

HEY SIG NU TUGGERS: Keep it
up and you'll do it Hey Steve,
where's the flood?
_ _ _ _ _ _3/28
CONGRATULATIONS TO CORI
PULVER OF SIGMA KAPPA on
becoming one of the newest EIU
Pink Panthers. From your buddy
Jon
3128
SIGMA NU WOU._L_D_l-ik-e-to-wish
everyone a Happy Easter!
3128
CONGRATULATIONSCORI
PULVER OF SIGMA KAPPA on
making Pink Panthers! I knew
you could do it my dancing
queen! Love, your roomie, Sara
3/28
LISA SCHUMARD, KARALYN
KASPER, COR PULVER, JILL
SZOSAK- Congrats on Pink
Panthers!! I can't wait until next
year! Love, Sara
- - - '--····--··-- _3/28

1
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RETRIEVER,
answers
to
Cheyenne, Wed. night in the
Morton Park area. Call 348-1015
or 345-6411 if you've seen

Announcements
OFFICIAL NOTICE TO ALL
SPRING/SUMMER GRADUATES: YOU MAY ORDER DISTl NCTIVE
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
@
TOKENS ... FAST, 5-DAY DELIVERY... ALSO, IT'S NOT TOO
LATE FOR CLASS RINGS!!
COME IN TO SEE US AT
TOKENS, OR CALL AT 1-800954-7237
4/30

c:-==-c~~=--=--~--c--4/4

AITN LADIES: Full set of professional nails super special only
$21. Call Miranda 345-9100.

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

For Sale
'91 DODGE SHADOW CONVERTIBLE 2 door P/W, cruise,
till, Am/FM stereo, auto, etc. Call
348-6069 after 5 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....;3/31
94 TRACKER, 4 X 4, auto, 43K
miles, MUST SELL. $8600/0BO
348-0038
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/28
1995 GT FULL SUSPENSION
MOUNTAIN BIKE with Shimano
XT/LT and rockshox Mag 21 Call
349-8447 $750.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/29
10 SPEED WORLDSPORT,
newly rebuilt, great bike, $25 Call
345-4876.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/2
SPECIALIZED ROCKHOPPER
WITH XT FEATURES, great
condition,. $290 Call 345-4876.
"
.
4/2
SEIZED. CAi:tS from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free 1800-218-9000 Ext. A-2262 for
current listings.
3/28
FULL SIZED FUTON-$150-Call
348-5517 or 348-1430 after 3
p.m.
- - - - - - - - - - 4/1
POOL TABLE for sale. Call Pat at
348-8027
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/31
85 WHITE SAAB 900 TURBO
powerlocks, power sunroof, auto·
matic. $1200 OBO. Cal Brooks
345-1460

BY MIKE PETERS
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official
Official Notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning Notices should be directed to the originator.
FINAL DROP DEADLINE-The final deadline for dropping a class or
withdrawing from the University is FRIDAY, MARCH 28-TODAY
The student will receive either a "WP" or a "WF' at the discretion of the
instructor of the class. Be sure to call in on the Touch-Tone System at
least 15 minutes before closing time.-Michael D. Taylor, Registrar
SPEECH-HEARING SCREENING-A speech and hearing screening
is required for admission to teacher education/teacher certification programs. Students who have not had a speech and hearing screening at
Eastern may call the Speech-Language-Hearing Clinic to make an
appointment (581-2712). Beginning Spring Semester 1997 there will be
a $5 fee for this screening.-Jean M. Smitley, Acting Clinic Director
TAP TEST-The TAP (Tests of Achievement and Proficiency) test will
be given on Saturday, April 19, 1997. Passing scores on the TAP are
required for University Approval to Take Teacher Education Courses.

Registration: Register for the TAP (with photo ID) at the Test
Registration Booth in the Union at least seven (7) days prior to the test
date. The fee ($15 for first administration, $10 for retakes) will be billed
to the student's University account. For special accommodations or additional information, contact Testing Services (581-5986).-Mary Ellen
Varble, Chair, Student Teaching Dept.
NEW COURSE OFFERED-The Lumpkin College of Business and
Applied Sciences is pleased to offer a new course, BAS 4000 Professional Strategies for Success. If you have questions about your
professional development, entering the job market, your professional
image, how the corporate culture works, or professional etiquette, this is
the course for you. This 2-credit-hour course is open to ALL majors and
will be offered for the first time in Intersession. Prerequisite: 75 sem.
hrs. Faculty from the School of Business, the School of Family and
Consumer Sciences, and the School of Technology will team teach this
innovative and professional development course. Enroll now.-Pat Hill,
Administrative Assistant
STEVENS INDUSTRIES AWARD--Applications are now being
accepted for the Stevens Industries Award. This award is available to all
students from Effingham, Clay, Cumberland, Fayette, Jasper, and Shelby
Counties. The applicant must be in. good academic stanqing with an
overall GPA of 2. 75 and must demonstrate financial need. Students with

a declared major in industrial technology will be given first preference;
second preference will be given to students having a declared major in
any of the other business disciplines. Application forms are available in
Kiehm Hall School of Technology Office, Brainard House, or by calling
581-2824. Deadline for completed application forms is April 25,
1997.-Karla J, Evans, Assistant Director of Development
EDGAR COUNTY SCHOLARSHIPS-Applications are now being
accepted for the Edgar County Lord Scholarship. This scholarship is
available to any student who graduated from one of the high schools in
Edgar County (Paris, Shiloh, Kansas, Chrisman). The applicant must be
in good academic standing and must be able to demonstrate financial
need. Applications may be picked up at Brainard House, 1548 Fourth
Street, or by calling 581-2824. Deadline for completed application forms
is April 25, 1997.-Karla J. Evans, Assistant Director of Development
STEPHENSON COLE SCHOLARSHIP-Applications are now being
accepted for the Walter & Lola Stephenson Cole Scholarship. This scholarship is available to any student who graduated from Marshall High
School. The recipient should show promise of academic achievement
and must be able to demonstrate financial need. Applications may be
picked up at Brainard House, 1548 Fourth Street, or by calling 581-2824.
Deadline for completed application forms is April 25, 1997.-Karla J.
Evans, Assistant Director of l;)evelopment
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Red Red Meat dishes out guitar noise, feedback
d"chuck burke
Staff writer

Chicago band takes experimental sound step further
with 'There's a Star Above the Manger Tonight'
characteristics
resembling guitar chords in
"Chinese Balls"
and
"Second
Hand Sea."
The record's

Adhered with
the sound engineering and the
warped smatterings of percussion provided by
Brian Deck, Red
Red
Meat's
loosely raveled
songs are almost
amazing if you
know how to listen to them.
"Paul Pachal''
offers the most

ly builds with a mounting intensity
before erupting in a violently screeching
aftermath.
The album's major drawback is its deem p has izi ng of Rutili's vocals. His
emphatic, raspy wails and moans have
characterized the sadness and emotion
of Red Red Meat's past recordings.
Even though his voice is distinct
enough to serve as a contributing instrument in itself, half of the album lacks his
lyrics. However, the strange guitar work
permeating the album more than picks
up the slack.
More than likely, "There's a Star
Above the Manger Tonight" will urge the
conventional-rock listener to fight back
dry heaves. But Red Red Meat's clamordriven, experimental guitar noise is an
entrancing experience for the understanding ear.

Red Red Meat
"There's a Star Above the Manger
Tonight"
Sub Pop
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Al5o Appearing:
MUSE and THE SQUARES

CiiPI.
Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

